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Dauder orders Class 
One budget meeting
Repairs improvised for 
Dickson computer lab
by Anthony R. O’Donnell
SGA President Francois Dauder 
has announced a modified plan to 
determine budget figures for Class 
One organizations. Under the new 
plan, officers of Class Ones will meet 
prior to appropriations review in or­
der to “make a pact” about budget 
spending.
According to Dauder, C lass One 
officers will have to bear new respon­
sibility in how budget figures are de­
termined. “In the past they've never 
had to face each other. A lot of times 
they don't see other C lass Ones' 
needs; they only see their own. (In 
the proposed meeting) They will be 
able to look at and make judgments 
about each others budgets,” he said.
Dauder said that this new stage 
in the process will help to address 
con cern s and cr it ic ism s about 
amounts given to some Class Ones.
Though a similar meeting of Class 
Ones was held at the beginning of 
the fall semester to address the need 
for emergency spending cuts, this 
will be the first time the Class Ones 
have been required to participate in 
determining budget spending of their 
counterpart organizations. “No one 
has ever taken the initiative to bring 
the overall concerns to the Class 
Ones. They’ve never had to be re­
sponsible in the budget system,” said 
Dauder.
by Anthony R. O'Donnell
On the eve of Class One budget 
review, SGA appropriations commit­
tee chairman Brian Cosgrove said, 
“I anticipate drastic changes in Class 
One budgets (made) with the full 
support of the rest of the SGA Ex­
ecu tiv e  Board."
Cosgrove promised a more mean­
ingful review of Class One budgets 
than has been provided by previous 
SGA appropriations committees.
Citing poor funding for Class TWo 
and C lass Three organizations, 
Cosgrove pi Iged to work toward
Class Ones are required to submit 
budget proposals to the SGA Execu­
tive Board for review by the treasure 
and SGA president. The Executive 
Board then issu es a counter pro­
posal which they discuss in a pri­
vate meeting with representatives of 
the Class Ones in question. If the 
officers agree to the counterproposal, 
then that budget will be submitted 
to the appropriations committee for 
review. In the event of a disagree­
ment, the original proposal will be 
forwarded.
The appropriations com m ittee 
then reviews the budget and will 
make recommendations to the SGA 
legislature regarding the acceptance 
of, or desired changes for, the bud­
get in question. The legislature then 
decides what treatment to give the 
budget.
Dan Upper, a SGA legislator and 
C onstituional Review com m ittee 
member, said, “I think Francois 
(Dauder) is ju st making work for 
him self; I d idn’t think th is w ill 
change anything when all is said and 
done.”
The modified procedure will add 
the step of C lass One representa­
tives’ review and debate before sub­
mission of budgets to the appropria­
t io n s  com m ittee. When asked  
whether this step was a usurpation
Budgets, con’t on p. 3
more equitable spending of SGA 
funds. “(Class One) Organizations 
have gotten larger and larger and are 
not programming to the general stu­
dent interest; they are programming 
to a select group or individual mem­
ber preferences. For example, OSAU 
will only program what their indi­
vidual members want to program. 
W hen’s the last time a Class One 
polled the students on what their 
interest was?"
Cosgrove said that Class T\vos and 
Class Ones, con'f on p. 3
by Lorren Magnus'
A few weeks ago, the Dickson Hall 
computer lab was inconvenienced by 
a leaking ceiling caused by the wind, 
rain, and snow of recent storms. 
Maintenance assured that it would 
be no time before these hassles were 
taken care of and repaired. Also 
promised was a possible long-term 
solution to this harrowing problem. 
Despite this, recent speculations 
have maintained that even though 
Rooms 281 and 282 are now safe. 
Room 280 is still plagued by these 
water problems.
An MSU faculty member w ho  
wished to remain unidentified, said 
that maintenance has been late with 
repairs and that it took them two and 
a half weeks just to come up with a 
temporary solution, one of which 
prohibited four computers from be­
ing used.
The solution, put forth by main­
tenance when the problem first oc­
curred, entailed a painter’s tarp and 
a brown gutter being placed over 
those four computers in order to 
catch the leaking water. Therefore, 
those computers were unusable and 
further inconvenienced lab users.
Last Friday, according to the 
source, maintenance brought a dif­
ferent solution to the lab, but not 
necessarily a better one. This time 
maintenance put a catchment (a yel­
low sack hanging from the ceiling) 
and a hose in the ceiling to catch
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International National
China Seeks to Control Internet: The Internet Cold Wave Grips the Nation: As far as the
is ju st beginning, but the Chinese government Deep South, sub-zero temperatures hold the
already issued a set of rules to regulate its use country in an icy grip, threatening citrus crops
- the latest in a series of moves to assert con- in Florida and causing 55 deaths to date.
trol over the flow of information in the country. Tempatures are expected to moderate by the
Rather than cut access to the Internet, the rules end of this week.
appear to steer the electronic information Governors' Plan for Medicaid and Welfare
through officially controlled ports that can Inspires New Budget Talks: The nation’s gov-
monitor its flow. emors have endorsed bipartisan proposals for
Earthquake Kills 200 in the Yunnan Prov- overhauling the Federal welfare and Medicaid
ince: Measuring in at 7.0 on the Richer scale, programs, sparking new communication be-
the earthquake destroyed an estimated 186,000 tween the White House and Congress.The pro-
homes, killed 200 people and sent as many as posals are said to be “middle ground,” provid-
300,000 people fleeing from damage. As the ing coverage for the neediest, and allowing
military mobilized for rescue work in the area. states much more flexibility in establishing
China appealed for international assistance. their own standards for coverage. Although
First American Casualty in Bosnia: Bosnia questions concerning reductions of benefits
has claimed its first American victim, Sgt. First to children and the elderly have been raised
Class Donald Allen Dugan, of Ohio. Dugan died and details are still under discussion, it may
last Saturday, and as of this moment, the cause be the first step towards a positive dialogue
of death doesn’t appear to be a land mine as on the federal budget agreement.
First reported, according to a NATO statement Women's Groups Unite in  Washington: Or-
issued Monday. The investigation is on-going. ganizers of the Feminist Expo aimed at a new
Haitian Takes office and a Big Challenge: generation of women in their 20’s and 30 ’s in
Rene Prevel, successor to President Jean- their goals to preserve affirmative action dur-
Bertrand Aristide, has inherited “the hardest ing a weekend-long event in Washington.
job in the Americas," according to a diplomat Attending the gathering were most of the femi-
in Haiti. Preval, 53, was sworn in yesterday, nist movement’s “old guard”: Gloria Steinem,
promising to protect the people from political Molly Yard, and Eleanor Smeal. Other topics
violence and to rebuild Haiti’s economy, the discussed included racial and class issues.
poorest in the hemisphere. His economic pro- and social programs for the poor. The event
posals include land reform, which may improve aimed to “galvanize a whole new generation,"
prospects for 70 percent of the Haitian popula- according to one organizer.
tions who still live in the countryside, and A  New Era o f  Crime Surveillance: In their
privatization of state enterprises which may efforts to fight crime, American law enforce-
stimulate foreign aid. ment authorities are not only watching but
European Union Plan m ay  be Premature: also listening, with technologically advanced
Germany publicly acknowledged yesterday that equipment installed on streets and alleyways.
the main ingredient of the European integra- The equipment includes video cameras and
tion plan, monetary union, may not meet its listening devices that pick up high-decibel
1998 deadline because of slow economic growth gunfire in public areas. A suburb of San Fran-
in some countries and the inability to meet cisco and a Baltimore neighborhood are cur-
strict economic criteria in others. This realiza- rently experimenting with this project, but of-
tion has thrown a m onkey wrench into ficials in most large urban areas are interested
Germany’s ambitious plan for total integration. in implementing it. ’The great thing about this
but officials are considering several options, is, if somebody commits a crime, we know al-
including dropping some of the countries from most instantly,” said a San Francisco police
the proposal. Extending the deadline doesn’t official. While most citizens’ groups welcome
seem appealing to Chancellor Kohl, who feels this new “neighborhood watch," civil libertar-
that it may de-stabilize the economic plan. ians are concerned that the technology can
Russians Don't Want to Fight in Chechnya: be used to pry or go beyond the mere record-
As many as 40,000 soldiers are stationed in the ing of events in public areas.
Chechen region, but rebels move about freely Wealth Brings Problems for Forbes: As
and are openly defiant of them. Although there Steve Forbes seeks the Republican Presiden-
have been sporadic attacks and fights between tial nomination, he’s finding out that being
soldiers, rebels, and villagers, the Russian wealthy can mean being subjected to more
troops are said to be demoralized and waiting scrutiny for the way his business empire is
to be called home. run. Since Forbes has no experience in pub-
U.N. Faces Cutbacks: The U.N. wil have to lie office, he is likely to be measured on how
cut 10 percent of its staff in New York City and he has run the $ 1 billion empire inherited from
seven other cities in the next two years. his father.
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of th e a p p rop ria tion s  
committee’s review power, 
D auder describ ed  th e  
Class O nes’ review as an 
effort to achieve advance 
accord on budget figures. 
“Appropriations will pro­
ceed regardless. We want 
to get as much fat off that 
budget before appropria­
tions has to deal with it," 
Dauder said.
Second-year legislator 
Lawrence Ramsey said,“I 
don’t see it as a usurpa-
tion of the appropriations 
committee’s power. They 
can agree to what they will 
beforehand; notheless we 
will make our (the legisla­
ture) decision at the appro­
priate time.
“I think it’s a good idea 
that the (Class One) orga­
nizations come together to 
decide how the pie is split 
up. My only concern is 
that the lions might pre­
vent the lambs' getting  
their fair share," said  
Ramsey.
Union likely to set strike deadline 
on Friday; Contract talks stall
Class One, con t from p. 1
Class Threes depend on 
the unappropriated sur­
plus pool for fu n d in g , 
which has "dwindled over 
the years.” He said, 'The 
fact is that the SGA gets 
half a million dollars and 
every cent of that goes to 
the Class Ones, so there’s 
nothing left over for Class 
T\vos and Threes.”
Appropriations commit­
tees of past SGA legisla­
tures have fulfilled their 
responsibilities in a per­
functory manner, sa id  
Cosgrove. He asserts that 
this will not be the case in 
1996. "I’m not willing, as 
members in the past have 
been, to just arbitrarily 
give the students’ money 
out w ithout regard. I'm 
going to do things in com ­
m ittee that gen era lly
haven’t been done before,” 
he said. “I plan on cutting 
the spendin g  th at has  
shown to fund ineffective 
events.”
Greg Freyer, a SGA leg­
islator and Class One or­
ganization member, said, 
“Even a s  a C lass One 
member, I believe we can 
do more with less. Instead 
of an increase we’re will­
ing to take $2,000 less .”
‘There's a lot of excess 
fat that can be cut off in 
organizations like mine," 
said Freyer.
Cosgrove anticipates a 
less-than-enthusiastic re­
ception for the role he in­
tends to play in the appro­
p r ia tio n s  p rocess. “I 
would imagine I'm going to 
get a lot of static from 
Class Ones as committee 
chair.”
by Greg MacSwecncy
The American Federation 
of Teachers will meet this 
Friday night to d iscuss the 
possible setting of a strike 
date and other alternatives 
for a solution to the ongoing 
one and a half year contract 
negotiation, said AFT Local 
1904  President Dr. 
Catherine Becker.
The latest contract was 
offered to the union approxi­
mately two weeks ago, said 
Becker.
T h e  latest offer is outra­
geous. It is not a fair and 
equitable way to operate, 
said Becker.
Becker would not confirm 
that a strike date will be set 
on Friday night, but she 
added that it is a possibility 
and the subject will most 
likely be discussed.
A “Strike Headquarters” is 
currently being set up in the 
basem ent of the Newman 
House. Equipment and ad­
ditional phone lines will be 
installed over the next few 
weeks if there is no settle­
ment. The headquarters will 
serve as an information and 
organizational base for stu­
dents and faculty members 
in the event of a strike, said 
Union Local 1904 Executive 
Board member and Strike 
Coordinator Dr. Richard 
Franke.
“As the negotiations drag 
on, we (the union) feels very 
sorry to what we are doing 
to the students, especially 
graduating Seniors. It be­
gins to add to the tension 
and the n erv o u sn ess on 
cam pus.”
T h e faculty on this cam­
p u s is determ ined not to 
have this contract forced on 
us," said Franke. “These 
feelings within the union run 
very deep.”
Franke said that if a strike 
date is set on Friday, the 
date would not be for at least 
a few weeks and maybe as 
far as a month away.
“We hope that we do not 
have to use the one and only 
weapon that is left to us be­
cause all of the other nego­
tiations don’t seen to be work­
ing. That weapon being an 
actual strike,” said Franke.
Becker said that MSU 
President Dr. Irvin Reid is 
aware of how the union feels
and says th a t he under­
stands what is needed for the 
university.
According to Becker, the 
current contract offered by 
the state offers no pay raises 
for the first two years and 
then a $750 raise the third 
year and an $850 raise the 
fourth year.
T he contract that was of­
fered does not improve our 
working conditions or our 
standard of living over the 
term of the contract,” said 
Franke.
Franke also said that the 
state has refused to negoti­
ate on the health care issue 
and that is a major concern 
of the union.
Members o f MSU Em ­
ployee R elations were not 
available for com m ent at 
press time.
The current contract will 
require that union members 
pay $1,200 for a health care 
plan.
“In my experience. I’ve 
seen  the negotia tions go 
down to 4 a.m. the night be­
fore the strike deadline be­
fore an a greem en t w as  
reached,” said Franke.
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Retired M SU  Spanish Professor 
Dr. Norm an Fulton dies
by Tom Boud
The MSU academic community 
is holding a special ceremony in 
honor of former MSU Spanish pro­
fessor Dr. Norman Fulton. Fulton 
died on Jan. 10, 1996 in Cordoba, 
Spain after a long illness. The cer­
emony will be held on Feb. 14 at 
3:45 p.m. in Room 178 of Dickson 
Hall.
Adele White of Personnel Ser­
vices said that Fulton served in the 
Spanish Department from Sep­
tember 1972 to December 1994. 
According to MSU faculty sources, 
Fulton served as chairperson from 
1972 to 1981.
Fulton started the Hispanic 
Community Program Internship in 
Law in 1977 which provided Span­
ish interpreters for needy, non- 
English speaking clients.
Fulton also estab lish ed  La 
Biblioteca De Autores Espanoles 
(Library of Spanish Authors) in the 
Sprague Library as a tribute to 
Spain’s literary heritage. “He was 
veiy fond of literature as well as 
contemporary Spanish theater. He
was instrumental in collecting vol­
umes for the library,” said Spanish 
professor Dr. Joanne Engelbert. “He 
had a very wonderful wife who is now 
living in Spain. Wc miss Amparo (his 
wife) very much."
S p an ish  professor Dr. John  
Zahner also reflected on Fulton. “His 
main contribution was his adminis­
trative expertise, which has never 
been matched. He was effective as 
chairperson, and he always did his 
best. He was always interested in 
the well-being of the department. He 
was there to rally the troops, and 
enjoyed what he did.”
German professor Dr. John Moore 
reflected on Fulton from the stand­
point of personal friend. “He was 
very witty and outspoken. He was 
adamant about maintaining aca­
demic standards and did not hesi­
tant about criticizing people who did 
not maintain them. He was a very 
charism atic person because he 
could win over anybody if he wanted 
to. He was also very popular with 
students because he took interest 
in their activities.”
Legal S tu d ies  C hairperson  
Marilyn Tayler reminisced about 
Fulton from her days in the Span­
ish Department. “Dr. Fulton pro­
vided very strong leadership and 
began a lot of successful things. 
At one point, he was responsible 
for overseeing 20 faculty members. 
Dr. Fulton was very supportive of 
the Hispanic Community Program 
Internship in Law which provided 
much needed Spanish translators 
for people with legal problems. He 
put this program into place which 
is now part of our Paralegal Stud­
ies Program.”
“He taught me a lot of leader­
ship and administrative skills. He 
was a very encouraging and sup­
portive person in good times and 
bad times. I remember him very 
fondly because of how helpful he 
was to me,” said Tayler.
Anybody wishing further infor­
mation about the ceremony can 
call Dr. Tayler at 655-4196 or Dr. 
John Moore of the MSU German 
Department at 655-7504.
Richardson 
computer 
lab flooded
by Joseph A. Cervqueira
Eighteen com p u ters in the  
Richardson Hall com puter labs  
rooms 107 and 108 were damaged 
when the second floor was flooded 
with water after a pipe burst, said 
Cliff Gillman, assistant director for 
Academic Computing.
According to Ed Oberhofer, asso­
ciate director of Facilities Mainte­
nance. the flood was caused by a 
radiator pipe that burst. He said that 
the damage had no relevance to the 
recent storms and has since been re­
paired.
Gillman said that the pipe flTat 
burst was on the second floor of 
Richardson Hall in a faculty office. 
Subsequently, the water unexpect­
edly seeped through the floor into tine 
computer labs in room 107 and 108, 
which are located directly below the 
office.
Gillman also said that a couple of 
m achines were damaged in room 
105 as well. ‘Total damages done to 
all of these computers arc unknown 
at this time, and won’t be available 
until they dry out and are tested,” 
he said.
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water. They also removed the tarp to 
free up the four previously confined 
computers, but it is still potentially 
dangerous should the ceiling tiles fall 
again.
The source also reveaJed that the 
company brought in to refurbish 
Russ Hall, is the same company that 
built D ickson Hall and possibly 
caused the leakage problems in the 
first place.
“Control Construction did the con­
struction in Dickson Hall, and cur­
rently they are doing the construc­
tion in R uss Hall,” said Planning As­
sistant Director of Facilities George 
Mellon.
Mellon said that the problem is 
caused by a leak in 
the extension joint be­
tween the taller and 
sm aller b u ild in g s.
‘The water has been 
migrating through the 
w all and in to  the 
classrooms. It could 
be a problem with the 
construction o f the 
b u ild in g ,” he said .
“We’ve been working 
on the problem in Dickson Hall for a 
year and a half to find the cause.”
Cliff Gillman. assistant director of 
Academic Computing, claimed that 
maintenance is working on the prob­
lems. T hey (maintenance) have re­
moved the tarp and put up a catch­
ment to catch the water,” Gillman 
said, “and I have been assured that 
maintenance will be bringing in a 
contractor to try and find a long term 
solution. Maintenance is doing the 
best they could possibly do to solve 
this problem.”
Maintenance could not be reached 
. for comment at press time.
Bfirw, winds, and crack your cheeks; 
rage, BCow.
you cataracts and hurricanoes, spend 
TiK you have drench’d  our steeples, 
drown’d  the cocks.
- -Shakespeare, X ing  Lear
“We’ve been working 
on the problem in 
Dickson Hall for a 
year and a half to find 
the cause.
Volunteers Needed for A lum ni
Phonathon
by Liz Voltman
The Alum ni A ssociation is 
looking for volunteers to make 
calls during their Annual Fund 
Phonathon, which will run nightly 
from Feb. 19 - 22 until Feb. 26 - 
29, in order to raise funds for 
MSU.
The state provides less than 60  
percent of the university's oper-
sort of financial aid. Therefore, 
the private support g iven  by 
alumni, faculty, staff, parents, 
and friends of MSU is essential. 
And helping with the Alumni 
Phonathon can be an advanta­
geous experience for all sides in­
volved.
“Working w ith  the A nn ual 
Fund Phonathon is a great op­
portunity for a lot of reasons. 
Students work side by side with 
faculty, staff, and alumni to gain 
support for the university and 
that support benefits us all," said 
Deborah Winger, MSU’s Annual 
Giving Coordinator.
It is because of fund raisers
like these that MSU can open its  
doors to so many students. Along 
with scholarships, the money raised 
will help provide faculty support, re­
search for student/faculty projects 
within the community, as well as  
university support through materi­
als and programs. Therefore, it is  
critical that volunteers come out 
since their help plays such an inte-
Students, parents of students, 
organizations, faculty, alumni and 
staff members are all eligible to vol­
unteer for one, or if possible, several 
nights to make calls at the Alumni 
House. No experience is  necessary 
. . . ju st a voice, some spare time, 
and good intentions.
“I urge organizations and anyone 
else involved with the university to 
participate in this invaluable expe­
rience,” said Michelle Liebau, last 
year's co-op student for the Alumni 
House.
“Not only does the phonathon  
benefit the school, but it’s a way for 
alumni and students to get to know 
one another in an environment
that’s both fun and exciting,” she 
said.
Each night will start with a 
complimentary dinner which will 
be served from 5- 5:30 p.m. Then, 
after some basic guidelines are 
explained, calling will begin and 
will continue up until 9:00 p.m. 
Every night, a $25 prize will be 
awarded to whoever raises the 
most money that night.
First, second, and third place 
prizes will be awarded to the or­
ganizations ($250, $100, and 
$50 respectively) and to individu­
als ($100, $50, and $25 respec­
tively) who raise the most money 
overall. Plus, free “volunteer” t- 
shirts and other prizes w ill help 
to make this phonathon fun, as 
well as worthwhile.
This is a great chance to give 
back to our university which of­
fers so m uch. To get involved in 
the A lum ni A nnual Fund  
Phonathon, either stop by the 
Alumni H ouse which is located 
right off-campus at 34 Normal 
Ave., or call 655-4141 for further 
details.
ating funds, and 75 percent of gral part in making the Alumni 
undergraduates receive some Phonathon a success.
WMSC 
looking 
for new 
members
by Tom Boud
WMSC is rocking and rolling with 
a drive for new members, according 
to General Manager Albert Reising. 
Reising discussed membership op­
portunities at the Feb. 1 radio sta­
tion staff meeting .
Reising said WMSC has openings 
in several departments.
“We need people in the public 
affairs, news, and sports depart­
ments. We are also looking for a 
Director of Multicultural Affairs. We 
don’t need anymore people in the 
music department since that area 
is pretty much full.
“Everybody wants to do music 
because you get to listen to and 
review CDs before they go out into 
rotation. However, you can be a DJ 
no matter what department you are 
in.
Reising said that the time it takes 
to become a DJ is largely contin­
gent on individual commitment.
It's all up to you. It takes as long 
as you want to. In fact, you can do it 
in a week if you wanted to. I know 
at the first radio station I was at 
called W LVR in Bethlehem, FA, you 
trained for fifteen m inutes , got your 
license, and you were on the air.”
Reising added that all potential
WMSC DJ’s m ust first familiarize 
them selves w ith  the equipm ent 
before proving their proficiency dur­
ing an official demonstration.
As for h isto ry , Reising c ited  
WMSC’s heritage as one reason why 
the radio sta tion  name has not 
changed along with university sta-
tus.
“You have to consider WMSC’s 
tradition which dates back to 1974. 
Also there is a commercial station 
in Mississippi which already goes by 
the call letters of WMSU.
‘Theoretically, we could try to buy 
the name from them if we wanted
to, but that would cost anywhere 
from a couple hundred thousand to 
a million dollars. On top of that, no 
radio station is guaranteed their 
choice of call letters.
The way it works is that you sub­
mit five to ten selections to the FCC 
and the FCC makes the final deci­
sion from there.”
Reising mentioned that anyone 
who broadcasts at WMSC can be 
heard within a radius of about 12 
miles, conditions permitting.
“It helps if it drizzles at night 
because w e’ll have a wet antenna 
which helps, but an electrical storm 
will destroy reception ability.” 
Anyone interested in joining “hot 
90.3 FM” can contact General Man­
ager A1 Reising at 655-4256.
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SGA m id-term  review: 4 out of 7 ain’t  bad
by Cherl Melone
The SGA has succeded in coming 
through on 60 percent of their cam ­
paign prom ises, a study by the 
Montclarion shows.
In April 1995, all of the SGA Ex­
ecutive Board pledged to serve  
Montclair students by promoting 
many different programs. The fol­
lowing is a list of the E-board prom­
ises and the results.
• Promise: President Francois 
Dauder claimed that he would like 
to offer a “free elective which would 
inform students of the different or­
ganizations on campus." Dauder 
proposed to make the Freshman 
Seminar class mandatory for stu ­
dents instead of optional.
• Result: To date, there is no free 
elective for students and the Fresh­
man Seminar c la ss  rem ains op­
tional.
• Promise: Vice-President Julio 
Marenco vowed to “attempt better 
control of the SGA meetings. In pre­
vious years, som e SGA m eetings 
would run from 4:00p.m . until 
11:00p.m., and I did not want to con­
tinue this trend,” said Marenco.
• Result: The latest an SGA meet­
ing has run this semester is 8:51 
p.m., said Marenco.
• Prom ise: V ice-P resid en t
Marenco said he hoped “to enact a 
student self-defense program that 
would be funded in part by the SGA 
and would be free for students.”
• Result: The SGA did not enact 
the student self-defense program 
because the campus police already 
have the same program. Instead, “we 
will give the program free publicity 
and possibly a donation if it is ap­
proved. That w as one thing that 
pretty much got taken care of for 
me.”
• Promise: Secretary Lauren 
Pytleski said she would work hard 
to make students want to be involved 
on campus.
• Result: Pytleski spoke twice last 
semester at the Second Career Stu­
dents Orientation, and plans to 
speak three times this semester in 
an effort to familiarize both weekend 
and night students about different 
activities on campus. “I want this 
to be a seven-day-a-week school, not 
four or five," said Pytleski.
• Promise: Pytleski wants to give 
the SGA Scholarship Fund more ex­
posure. “We had 12 scholarships 
offered last year to all undergradu­
ate students and only 15 students 
applied,” Pytleski said.
• Result: Pytleski is taking out an  
advertisement in the Montclarion to 
promote the SGA scholarship Fund 
once the scholarships have been 
completed. “We have money sitting 
here and I want students to know 
about it,” said Pytleski.
• Promise: Pytleski also promised 
to get the faculty more involved on 
campus.
• Result: Pytleski has been a
member of the General Education 
Review Committee for two years and 
she continues to give the faculty 
ideas about the student perspective 
on the GER’s. “I personally think 
that the GER’s need an update, and 
I try to get the faculty to relate to the 
students needs, which is something 
they don’t always do."
• Promise: Treasurer Jane Loake 
said she would “spend the SGA’s 
money, but not waste it.”
• Result: The SGA’s budget has
dropped from $575,000 last year to 
$535,000 this year, even though stu­
dent fees were raised. Loake main­
tains that although “som e of the 
Class One organizations were cut, I 
wanted to see funds more readily 
available for the Class T\vo and Three 
organizations. I try to keep a very 
close eye on where the money is go­
ing, and that it is not being wasted 
on excessive office supplies.”
As a un it, the SGA Executive 
Board has completed two of its goals
for this sem ester. First, library 
hours were extended an additional 
45  hours due in part to continued 
SGA pressure on the Board of Trust­
ees. ‘We were very happy about that, 
now we are alm ost even with other 
state universities,” said Marenco.
For the first time since 1994, the 
yearbook will be on time this sem es­
ter, said Marenco. "This was one of 
our main goals because it w as em ­
barrassing to find out that the May 
1995 graduating class will also be 
receiving their yearbook this sem es­
ter.”
"B- The biggest complaint of the SGA 
o E-Board is the amount of student 
^  apathy toward the SGA and its ae­
ro tivities. "We understand that stu- 
j|-d en ts go to school full-time and 
~ many have jobs too, but we want 
^ students to know that we are here 
¿5 to help them,” said Pytleski.
— Dauder said the biggest example 
of student apathy is the current 
trend of poor turnout at the voting 
polls. “Only 10 percent of students 
came out to vote last semester, which 
is about where its been the past 
couple of years,” said Dauder.
Dauder did admit that his lack of 
interest in publicity “may have back­
fired on me. I would definitely feel 
less apathy if students knew what 
we do and that participating is not 
a s  tim e-consum ing as they may 
think.” Legislator Tom TYacy feels 
that the “E-Board has done an ad­
equate job. They haven’t done any­
thing extra special, they are ju st do­
ing their job.”
“I am basically pleased about the 
E-boards performance, but I think 
communication could be better,” said 
legislator Tom Wischmann, “for ex­
am ple, I just found out that the  
Spring Conference will be held on 
February 9. It will be a big waste of 
money because many legislators a l­
ready have other plans."
The SGA Executive Board conducting a meeting. (From left to right: Sec­
retary Lauren Pytleski. Vice President Julio Marenco, President Francois 
Dauder, and Treasurer Jane Loake.)
The 1996 Students’ Faculty Evaluation 
This time, you grade them.
C o m in g  soon to  a  classro om
n e a r y o u
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Arctic cold greets African-American celebration
by Matthew Connolly
Last Thursday, a crowd braved 
biting cold w inds to witness the flag 
raising that marked the beginning of 
a schedule of educational and social 
events throughout February, Afri­
can-American Heritage Month at 
MSU.
President Reid read a proclama­
tion declaring the aims of the pro­
gram and expressed his hope that 
through the various events all people 
may gain a greater understanding of 
each other. A traditional African li­
bation cerem ony followed where 
thanks was given to all those who 
helped pave the way for African 
American Heritage Month to exist. 
After each persons name w as read, 
the gathering chanted a reply in 
Swahili to show their affirmation.
Upon raising the flag. President 
Reid joked “Couldn’t w e find a 
warmer month than February for 
African A m erican M onth!” The 
laughing group then dispersed into 
the Student Center to seek shelter 
and sustenance.
Later everyone gathered in the 
Student Center Ballroom to hear Dr. 
Leslie Wilson explain the origins of 
African Heritage Month. He empha­
sized how as part of the struggle 
against oppression and for libera­
tion, African Americans sort support 
comfort and strength from their 
roots. He told how Marcus Garvey
developed the black, red and green 
flag, that had earlier been raised, to 
represent the skin color, the blood 
shed and the land. And how Garvey 
also wrote an anthem ‘Land of our 
Fathers' to give further identity to the 
African history. Wilson went on to 
say that as Africa is regarded as the 
birth place of Man then everyone is 
African. That we should stop look­
ing at things in terms of black and 
white and look forward to an Afri­
can unity. A video presentation fol­
lowed entitled ‘Black Excellence- 
Leaders.' In this, leaders in the black 
community told of their personal 
struggles to overcome poverty and 
segregation to achieve success.
Douglas Wilder, the first black  
governor in the US told how as a stu ­
dent he saw laborers digging in a 
ditch and it hardened the desire in 
him not to slip in his studies to strive 
to do his b est. Mary McLoud 
Bethune’s story of how she went from 
picking 250 pounds of cotton a day 
at age nine to advisor to president 
Roosevelt was also aired. Marian 
W right Edelm an described her  
struggles against racism and segre­
gation as a civil rights lawyer in the 
South. She said she kept on strug­
gling, kept on being a pest to get 
things done. She went on “Blacks 
have already overcome slavery and 
segregation so we should never give 
up but have pride.” James P Comer,
Koran showed that there are always two sides to every story yesterday in 
the Student Center in celebration of African-American Heritage Month. He 
also entertained the audience with African song.
writer o f ‘Maggie's American Dream,' events best when he quoted the 
the story of his mothers life, perhaps Langston Hughes poem I too, am 
captured the essence of the days American.’
........-'''''■'«wMMRMIlRI
i
members o f the Organization of 
Students for African Unity IOSAUI raising the flag in celebration o f African 
American Heritage Month._________________________
Storytelling African style
by Anthony R. O'Donnell
“There are two sid es to every 
story,” said storyteller Jamal Koran 
in his presentation of “African Roots 
to African-American Fruits.” The 
event was held in the Student Cen­
ter ballrooms at 1:00 p.m. yesterday, 
as part of OSAU’s ongoing celebra­
tion of African -American Heritage 
Month.
Koram eased the audience into an 
intimate exchange with African song 
and percussion then told a two-sided 
story. The point of view was of a king 
who challenged a village to win a 
debate or be enslaved. “But it must 
be a silent debate!" the king cried.
An old woman accepted the chal­
lenge then went blow-by-blow with 
the king. He held up an open hand, 
she a fist; he thrust up two fingers, 
she show ed one: he drew out a
spoiled sandwich, she a hen’s egg. “I 
cannot believe it," the king said, “you 
have beaten me in the debate!”
The king then recounted to his 
queen how he had held up an open 
hand meaning “I will scatter your 
people like my fingers,” and the 
woman had held up a fist saying “my 
people w ill rem ain united  and  
strong;’’ how he showed two fingers 
meaning two gods: him and the god 
of heaven, and she showed one for 
the one true God; how his rotten 
sandwich symbolized the decay he 
would cause her people, and how her 
perfect egg symbolized the freshness 
and constant rebirth of her people.
The woman’s account to the vil­
lagers w as different. Her fist was a 
punch to respond to the slap of his 
open hand; her one finger was to 
protect her - Three Stooges style -
7M O N T C LA R IO N
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Dear daieer Services,
Q: I read in the newspaper that 
the hospitality/tourism industry is 
one of the largest in the nation. How 
can I find out about job within that 
industry?
A: The best place to start re­
searching the diverse jobs within the 
hospitality/tourism industry is the 
Career Library in Career Services. 
You'll soon discover that literally 
hundreds of jobs for all skill levels 
exist within food service, lodging, 
and travel, the three main segments 
of the industry. As in any field, the 
more training, education, and expe­
rience you acquire, the greater your 
chances for advancement.
Whether your passion is cooking, 
selling, teaching, business manage­
ment, or writing, jobs utilizing these 
interests exists within the industry. 
As you start identifying potential 
positions, you'll find information 
about educational requirements, 
typical duties, salary ranges, em­
ployment and advancement pros­
pects as well as the addresses of pro­
fessional associations, programs and 
training centers.
Once you have a clearer idea of 
appropriate areas to research fur­
ther, take advantage of Career Ser­
vices’ Alumni Network, which might 
provide the name and phone of an 
alum in the hospitality industry who 
has volunteered to do information 
interviews with interested students.
Also, use the part-time and full-time 
job books to identify any currently 
available jobs that would give you 
first hand experience in field. The 
more you talk to people in the in­
dustry and the more experience you 
have, the better prepared you will be 
to make smart career decisions for 
yourself. Clearly, there’s information 
available right here on cam pus. 
Come into Career Services and see 
for yourself!
Q: Is having a minor a good thing? 
Will a minor make me more market­
able?
A: Developing a deeper under­
standing of a particular topic can 
only be a good thing; if that topic is 
also something that can increase 
your skills or your knowledge base, 
so much the better. Some minors 
like journalism or paralegal studies 
are career specific and are excellent 
preparations for those occupations. 
Other minors can provide you with 
the chance to learn about a subject 
that interest you or complements 
your major. Some subjects seem to 
go together: history and political sci­
ence, a foreign language and inter­
national studies, for example.
The best way to pick a minor is to 
identify an area of study that either 
interests you a lot or helps to make 
you more employable. With some 
thought about your future, 18-24 
credits can really work.
The Commuter Connection
by Valerie G. Winslow
Although com m uter students  
have, in the past, been labeled the 
“non-traditional” student, they are 
quickly becoming the norm. At MSU, 
commuters represent over 80% of 
the total student population. In ad­
dition to being a student, many com­
muters have other responsibilities 
which include family, home, and full­
time jobs.
Along w ith  other universities, 
MSU has taken measures to recog­
nize commuter students and address 
their specific needs. During the 
Spring Semester of 1995, Lee Wilcox, 
Vice President of Student Develop­
ment and Campus Life initiated a 
study on commuter students. Ques­
tions were asked concerning com­
muter wants and needs.
The respondents expressed the 
need for a commuter student lounge, 
access to cam pus services at a more
convenient time, commuter student 
recognition, better campus parking, 
knowledge about upcoming events 
and activities, and more programs 
on educational leadership. With this 
in mind, The Office of Student Ac­
tivities will be forming a Commuter 
Student Organization.
A forum will be provided for stu­
dents to talk about some specific 
campus activities, programs, and 
goals they would like the university 
to look into.
This organization will provide 
members with the opportunity to 
d iscu ss ways MSU can a ss is t  in 
making commuters feel apart of the 
campus community. This is a time 
for commuter students to have their 
needs identified and satisfied.
For futher information about the 
Commuter Student Organization, 
call 655-4404 and consult the cam­
pus calender.
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LECTURES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS
Feb. 8- "A THbal Woman in Africa: A Black in America” 
with Professor Dympna Ugwu-Oju at noon in the Stu­
dent Center Ballroom B.
Feb. 14- “Women in Science and Technology" with Ms. 
Sybil Smith in the Student Center rooms 411 -412 at noon.
Feb. 15- “1 Question America: The Fanny Lou Hamer 
Story” with Ms. E. P. McKnight in the Student Center 
Ballrooms A and B at noon.
E V E N T S
Feb. 14- The Career Services Office will be holding a 
seminar on Understanding Interviewing from 1:00 p.m. 
until 2:30 p.m. For more information contact the Career 
Services office at 655-5195.
Feb. 15- There will be a resume writing seminar. This 
event is sponsored by Career Services. It will be held in 
room 419 of the Student Center from 6:00 p.m. until 7:30 
p.m. MUSIC
WMSC has a multitude of shows for your listening 
pleasure. On Mondays, enjoy listening to The Alderaan 
Covergirl Show from 4:00 p.m .-6:00 p.m. On Tuesdays 
listen to House Muzak with Wilson Santos and Dave 
Lalla from 9:00-11:00 p.m. Wednesdays, listen to This 
Place Sucks from 9:00-11:00 p.m. and then listen to 
Rossner & Co. with Tom Malloy, Bob ‘The Guy” and 
Julian Roca from 11:00-1:00 a.m. On Thursdays listen 
to Bob turned on the Radio from 2:00-4:00 p.m. Also 
on Thursdays is Brian Korner and Jose Torres. Close 
out the hectic work and school week with Swing Hell 
from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
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The Conservation Club has their membership meet­
ings every Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. in the Student Center 
room 120.
The New Jersey Community Water Watch is having their 
general interest meeting at 4:00 p.m. on February 8, in 
the Student Center room 417 A and B. For more infer 
mation call 655-5320.
The Muslim Student Association has their gatherings 
every Friday from 3:00-4:00 p.m. in the Student Center 
Annex room 205. The MSA will also be holding an iftar 
[sic] gathering with food and prayer. For more informa­
tion call 655-7728.
There will be a meeting of the Political Science Stu­
dent Association in the Political Science Seminar Room 
in Dickson Hall on February 8, at 5:00 p.m._______
k Events are subject to change without notice.
Calendar events are due in the Montdurion office by 4 p.m. Mon.
continued From pg. 7
from his poking her eyes; and as for 
the last round, “he pulled out his 
lunch, so I pulled out mine!” the 
woman cried.
Koram emphasized the student’s 
need to appreciate both sides of any 
question. “Scholarship and research 
are about finding out about the other 
side,” he said.
“Stories come from every where,” 
said Koram. “If I were Jewish I would 
tell Jewish stories; if I were Irish 1 
would tell Irish stories. I happen to 
be an African-American/African sto­
ryteller.” But Koram acknowledged 
his willingness to adapt interesting 
materials from other traditions into 
African-styled stories.
Koram told a poignant myth story 
on the origin of beauty in the world. 
A young man an a woman each sac­
rificed themselves out of compassion 
for the other’s suffering. While fa­
tally trapped the heat of their em­
brace melted them into a sweet oil 
which am azed  on look ers then  
rubbed onto their bodies in the be­
lief that it m ust be magic. These 
people were said to have become 
beautiful as a result, and that is how 
beauty w as thought to have come 
into the world.
At the end of the story Koram ad­
dressed the audience, saying “it’s not 
known what became of those people, 
but looking around this room 1 think 
you must have had ancestors who 
came from that village, because you 
look m arvelous!"
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The Real World
by the students of the Co-operative Education Program
by Glory A. Ozdogan
Co-op—Cooperative Education— 
has been a God-sent for me. Since 
my transfer to Montclair State from 
Bergen Community College, I have 
been vacillating between two paths: 
a Ph.D in Psychology or MSW, a 
Master’s  Degree in Social Work. The 
former is a long and arduous road 
and it is necessary in order to have 
a private practice. The latter, MSW 
is a shorter path that allows one to 
start a practice with only a Master’s 
Degree. Co-op gave me the oppor­
tunity to make my final decision, at
The last day of Fall ‘95, when 
walking on campus after submitting 
my term papers 1 was so drained that 
I ititesed the feeling of elation I u su ­
ally experience when finishing my 
sem esters . Yet, I realized how  
changed 1 was after the “co-op" ex­
perience. I had accumulated invalu­
able information/knowledge that I 
could not possibly have acquired 
otherwise.
My co-op was with the "Commu­
nity Mental Health Services.” From 
the first first day, I w as treated like 
a member of the staff, attending 
morning staff meetings, treatment 
meetings, clients’ m eetings, staff 
training sessions and so on. The first 
few days I was disoriented by the
pace of the events taking place; it 
was not long before I learned to ad­
just to the flow of the daily sched­
ule. Remembering all the staff and 
clients’ nam es was a challenge. I 
walked around with a notebook 
glued to my hand, jotting down ev­
ery bit of information.
I had access to clients’ files and 
treatments in order to familiarize 
myself with their mental health and 
with the establishment’s rules and 
regulations. I attended and partici­
pated in the workshops and I was 
appreciated for my enthuasiam, and 
eagerness to learn the workings of 
the “services” and for establishing a 
very good rapport both with staff and 
clients. 1 worked very hard to please 
my superiors, co-workers and clients 
while learning to adjust to the new 
environment. I felt that I was given 
a bonanza of experience and I felt 
compelled to reciprocate with my 
best. I had sessions of supervision 
which helped me grasp the mecha­
nism s of the Community Mental 
Health Services-Partial Care facility.
I learned about the vocational, the 
com m unity re-entry, th e token 
economy, the discipline and the daily 
routines.
Before long, as per the job descrip­
tion, I was assigned three clients and
I was given the title of Mental Health 
Assistant. My three clients were very 
different people so I had to ' 
developdifferent approaches in order 
to be able to “reach” them. On Fri­
days, I assisted a staff member in 
the “special events” which are out­
ings to various museumes, to bowl­
ing, to apple picking etc. I was 
taught to enter data, and was asked 
to make a small presentation of the 
statistical data that compiled. When 
the CMHS went on a retreat in order 
to renew the yearly program, I was 
invited to join the staff. When my 
suggestions were appropriate they 
were adopted. I learned to write cli­
ents’ progress notes which are spe­
cific in their style. I was given ample 
time to familiarize myself with the 
DSM-IV and clients’ condition. 1 was 
given research papers concerning 
Mental Health Facilities: and, I real­
ized that the establishment where I 
w as doing my co-op was a copy of 
the model described in the literature.
Co-op made me realize that I was 
not cut out to become a social worker 
but a psycho-analyst and I am more 
suited for an academic career. With­
out co-op I would have never known 
for sure where I stood.
Among the co-op requirements 
were weekly reports written to a des­
ignated faculty member. I was lucky 
to have Dr. J. Schwartz who was veiy 
receptive to my concerns. These 
weekly reports, although drudgery to 
some, to me were priceless, they 
were the m edium  w ith which I 
vented openly my concerns, opin­
ions. Co-op overall was a necessary 
experience after the academic teach­
ing of the classroom. A community 
mental health center doesn’t work 
like a textbook or a research paper. 
It is a different approach and it is 
meant to be expedient.
1 enjoyed my status as a trainee 
student because I worked with co­
operative and friendly people that 
made me feel at ease. 1 was given 
exactly what was promised in the 
jobn discription. Although 1 realize 
that I cannot forsee for myself a fu­
ture in social work, I learned so  
much, in a cordial and interesting 
environment, that 1 decided to con­
tinue working in the same establish­
ment for an additional full time se ­
mester.
Co-op has been a windfall: I have 
acquired  va lu ab le  ex p er ien ce , 
learned professional behavior, clari­
fied my career goals, received cred­
its and was reimbursed the cost of 
those credits. Now please, you tell 
me, isn’t Co-op a God-send?
M O N T C L A R IO N
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food focus: Students and faculty turn out to work out
by Ann Margaret Kane
Located in the lower level of Panzer 
Gym. the Wellness Program Fitness 
Center has recently seen  a large 
turnout of students and faculty. 
Opened last September, the Fitness 
Center is part of the Wellness Pro­
gram at Montclair State University.
Although, the center h as been 
opened since last fall, many people 
were unaware that the fitness cen­
ter existed. However due to on cam­
pus mailings and word of mouth re­
ferrals, the facility has been fre­
quented by a two fold increase of 
students.
Headed by Fitness Director Coni 
Peterson, the center offers aerobic 
classes, free weights, nautilus equip­
ment and cardiovascular equipment, 
such as treadmills, stationary bi­
cycles and starimasters. The facil­
ity, funded for educational reasons 
also gives students a chance to learn 
about health and fitness through 
working out.
'The gym is excellent,” said An­
thony Giovatto, senior physical edu­
cation and health major. “It's a good 
alternative to the Field House which 
w as small and crowded,” added 
Giovatto.
There's heat here and a lot more 
machines than in the Field House, 
said David Sailor, senior accounting 
major.
A welcomed improvement from 
the Field House, the center is staffed 
by graduate assistants Maggie Rind 
and Jennifer Heider. Other staff 
members include several upper level 
undergraduate students who are 
phys. ed. majors or majors in a re­
lated field.
"We help to show students how to 
u se the equipment,” said Jennifer 
Heider, graduate assistant and Fit­
n ess Facility Manager. Most of the 
students take adventage of the staffs 
help.
T h e  staff is very helpful,” said J.P. 
Holland, junior anthropology major. 
Holland comes to the gym daily and 
works out with a buddy.
“I'm not a gym junkie but the fa­
cility is useful for me," said Fabienne 
Rigaud, junior music therapy major. 
The staff has been helpful for many 
students like Fabienne who are not 
frequent gym goers and are unfamil­
iar with proper equipment usage.
Although the center is serving the 
needs of many students, Maggie 
Rind, graduate assistant and also 
Fitness Facility Manager would like 
to see more. An aerobic studio and 
updated free weights are on the top 
of Maggie’s list. “I would like the other 
aspects of the Wellness Program to 
be become more involved," said Rind.
The six aspects of the Wellness 
Program include: Physical, Spiritual,
Emotional, Social, Intellectual and 
Occupational. “For example students 
from various majors can get involved 
with Wellness Focus, the center’s 
newsletter," added Rind.
The center, free of charge to s tu ­
dents, is opened Monday through 
Friday at selected hours. "I can’t af­
ford to work out at a health club, so  
I exercise at the center," said Eliza­
beth O’Brien, junior music therapy 
major. At fifty to sixty dollars a 
month plus initiation fees at health 
clubs, students are getting a bargain.
“I come every day and I love it,” 
said Alicia Williams, freshman the­
ater major.
Due to the extrem e cold and 
snowy weather, when outside activ­
ity becomes difficult, the center is 
ideal for exercising during the win­
ter months. The facility’s hours are: 
Monday-Thursday from 6:30-9:00 
am, 11:30-1:30 p.m. and 6:30-11:00 
p.m. On Friday’s th e facility is  
opened from 6:30 -9 :00  am and 
11:30-1:30 p.m.
The benefits of regular exercise go 
beyond physical, as the six aspects 
show. So start exercising by taking 
a walk over the Fitness Center. Now 
there's no excuses!
by ftlta  S ro nnenkant
Who the heck is Rick Smolan 
and what is he doing? Smolan and 
his firm, Against All Odds Produc­
tions, are having a very busy day 
today. Feb. 8th.
They have one hundred photog­
raphers equipped with cameras 
and laptops to create 24 Hours in 
Cyberspace. The purpose is to put 
a human face on the digital revo­
lution and to demonstrate how 
online technology is changin g  
people's lives. Mentioned for in­
clusion are Texas seventh-graders 
doing an online mock space launch 
with Russian students and the 
tracking of Malaysian elephants 
using satellite.
Photographers will use either 
digital cameras and upload the im­
ages directly or traditional cam­
eras, develop the film, and scan the 
images into a computer. All will 
submit their work via email, a web 
browser, BBS (bulletin board), or 
ftp. As the images reach their San 
Francisco m ission control center, 
the digitalized shots will be online 
almost immediately. Their servers 
are prepared to accommodate po­
tentially five million hits on today.
Care to join in? Online users are 
invited to submit
their own pictures and stories of 
how the digital revolution is affect­
in g  their liv e s  at h t t p : / /  
w w w .c y b e r 2 4 .c o m / c g i - b i n /  
imagemap/Maps/navbar.gif.map.
Naturally there’s a contest in­
volved here. Check out the great 
prizes! Wb’re talking major computer 
hardware and software. There are 
also cool prizes for just signing the 
guest book! This is  your chance to 
be a part of history by “painting on 
the walls of the digital cave."
February is a busy month. We 
need a lot of distractions to take our 
minds off the New Jersey polar play­
ground. It’s Black History Month. 
There is no better place to start than 
http://www.elf.net/bjordan/, with a 
tribute to the late Congresswoman 
Barbara Jordan. Don’t miss the Af­
rican American Mosaic, a Library of 
C ongress resource guide for the 
study of Black history and culture, 
at h ttp ://lcw eb .loe.gov /exh ib its/, 
scroll down and choose African  
American History and Culture. Find 
biographical profiles of important 
19th century African-Americans at 
http://www.webcorn.com/~bright/
source/blackfac.html. L o u s i a n a  
State University at Baton Rouge 
brings you The Faces of Science: Af­
rican Americans in the Sciences, 
http://w w w .lib .lsu .edu/lib /chem / 
display/faces.html.
Valentine’s Day is  ju st around the 
comer. At http://www.invision.net/ 
c u p i d /  
valen tines_forever_in sid e . h tml you  
can leave Valentine messages, pro­
pose marriage, download music, and 
connect to other Valentine related 
sites. Create Valentines at h ttp :// 
www.marlo.com/val.htm/ you can!
Last week reporter Suzanne Feigle 
did a good piece on eating disorders, 
just in time for National Eating Dis­
order Week. Feb. 5-11. Of course 
there is a website devoted to su b ­
ject, http://w ww .pb.net/usrw w w / 
w_fishy/nedaw.htm. The majority of 
people afflicted with eating disorders 
are female. This is because women 
and girls are trying to achieve the 
Barbie Doll shape portrayed by the 
media.
Speaking of Barbie. Hawaiian art­
ist, Carol McCullough, has created 
the Barbie-Bashing Virtual Art Ex­
hibit at h ttp ://w w w .m a u i.n e t/  
-mcculc/barbie.htm. My personal
favorite is Pope Barbie. What’s 
yours?
A N etizen is a citizen  of the 
Internet. It’s  also the name of a 
joint venture between Wired and 
HotWired that is political campaign 
reporting and comment with an at­
titude. It takes the wind out of all 
that hot air that's being generated 
by presidential wannabes. Tty it 
at http://www.netizen.com /.
A student emailed me recently 
when she w as unable to connect 
to a w ebsite  from the column. 
What was the problem? There are 
several possibilities: 1) a typo in 
the URL 2) the site is offline tem­
porarily or too many users are try­
ing to a c c e ss  at once 3) heavy 
Internet traffic in general 4) heavy 
traffic on your system (MSU’s, AOL, 
CompuServe, etc.)
I discovered a little trick when 
you cannot access a long URL. Hy 
paring it down to just through the 
domain designation, e.g. on the 
Barbie-Bashing site you would just 
use http://w w w .m aui.net/. If it 
comes up, then just scroll or click 
through to what you want. It’s 
worked for me several times. Why? 
God-only-knows. CU soon.______
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Whitecliffe’s Maori portraits: paintings with a supernatural force
by Loreny Socas
An exhibition of paintings by Greg 
Whitecliffe opened last Thursday, 
February 1, at the Main Gallery with 
great success. Whitecliffe pays hom­
age to his land and ancestry through 
his contem porary New Zealand 
Maori paintings. The show includes 
over a dozen paintings in oil depict­
ing highly stylized portraits and im­
ages resembling traditional Maori 
sculptural forms. Although the work 
displays a custom that is centuries 
old. the abstract forms are sure to 
attract and please the modern eye.
At the Art Forum Lecture which 
preceded h is opening reception, 
Whitecliffe introduced his audience 
to some aspects of the cultures he 
feels he is so fortunate to belong to. 
Like New Zealand, Whitecliffe is bi- 
cultural, having both European and 
Maori blood. He values his mater­
nal ancestors, many of whom were 
English court painters, but it was his 
Maori ancestry and traditions which 
provided the creative impetus for his 
most recent work.
Whitecliffe can proudly trace his 
Maori ancestors back to the first 
Arawa tribe from Hawaikiai that
reached New  
Zealand by ca­
noe in the elev­
enth century.
In the tradition 
of M aori 
t h o u g h t ,
W h ite c lif fe ’s 
colorful paint­
ings of his cou­
rageous ances­
tors are much 
more than  
painted forms 
on canvas. Ac­
cording to the 
Maori, su ch  
r e p r e s e n t a ­
tions of o n e ’s 
p r o g e n it o r s  
come to be in­
habited by 
their sp ir its , 
imbuing each  
work of art 
with a supernatural force. Supplied 
with these cultural insights, one can 
enjoy a more profound experience 
of Whitecliffe's work.
One of h is more breathtaking 
pieces, Paraki Miriana Wikiriwhi is
a memo­
rial por­
trait of 
t h e  
a r t i s t ’s 
g r e a t -  
g r a n d -  
mother.
Unlike 
m ost of 
t h e  
p a i n t ­
in gs in 
this co l­
lection of 
w o r k ,  
Whitecliffe 
uses de­
lib era te  
r a t h e r  
than im­
p u ls iv e  
brush 
strokes 
to m a s ­
terfully interpret hollows and lines 
on her skin; they are the impressions 
of experience and time. The eyes of 
the ancient woman seem to express 
a peaceful, yet sorrowful feeling. It 
is almost as if the artist is portray­
ing his own sadness and longing for 
his great-grandmother through his 
art.
Whitecliffe explained in his lecture 
that the Europeans were embraced 
by the Maori when they arrived in 
New Zealand. This harmony between 
the two cultures is paralleled in his 
art.
The artist chooses oil, a tradition­
ally European medium, to imitate 
the natural pigments that arc found 
on Maori artifacts. Accordingly, his 
palette consists of colors which re­
semble the most highly saturated 
primary and secondary colors found 
in nature. His impasto on handmade 
paper technique yields a surface tex­
ture of scattered, irregular peaks, 
which lends to the works an earthy, 
organic feel. In combination with this 
texture, the natural sheen of the oil 
paint reflects light like a m ass of 
sparkling jewels.
To be ensconsed in such spiritual 
and chromatic harmony is truly a 
worthwile experience; the installa­
tion of Whitecliffe’s work in the Main 
Gallery of Life Hall is indeed superb 
and currently on display...don’t miss 
it!
L.A. G uns B oots Singer—W here’s th e  teased  h a ir?
by Ben St. Jaques
TWo weeks ago, 1 paid $11 (plus a 
$ 2 .5 0  serv ice  fee , th anks  
Ticketmaster) to see the glam rock 
gurus of the ’80’s, L.A. Guns at the 
Birchill nightclub on February 2. I 
want my money back.
I was psyched to see the show. 
Doors opened at 8 :30 ,1 w as there at 
8 p.m. As soon as I entered the club, 
I made a bee-line for front row cen­
ter. I then proceeded to stand in the 
same spot for two hours and 45 min­
utes because I was determined to 
shake hands with Phil Lewis and 
TYacii Guns, singer and guitarist of 
L.A. Guns respectively, before I left 
the club that night. Little did I know, 
my goal for the evening w as an im­
possibility.
After an excruciatingly long wait, 
the lights dimmed and from behind 
the screen that was obscuring the 
stage came a blazing guitar solo ex­
ecuted by Mr. Guns himself. Then, 
the screen started to rise, the crowd 
was on the verge of exploding. As 
the screen continued to rise, I saw
each member of the band in their 
ready positions looking as if they 
were about to explode themselves.
The screen had finished its assent 
upwards ju st as Tracii finished his 
solo. Then it was only a quick four 
count from the drummer that was 
needed to get the 
show started. And 
after hearing the 
first few chords  
from the guitar, I 
knew th ey  were 
opening w ith  “No 
Mercy” the first song 
from their first a l­
bum . It w as also  
within hearing those 
first few chords that I 
noticed som ething w as terribly 
wrong.
"I don't think that is Phil Lewis,” I 
thought to myself. The guy who was 
singing looked nothing like him.
He had dreads and shaved eye­
brows. But what confirmed my sus­
picions was the fact that this guy 
could only sing in a barely audible
low register, while Phil Lewis could 
scream like a banshee over the loud­
ness of the band.
I was crushed! What was L.A. 
Guns without Pil Lewis. Picture Kiss 
without Gene or Paul, picture the 
Ramones with- 
o u t
Joey, picture 
Van Halen w ithout 
David Lee-well you get the 
point.
But despite the fact there was a 
new singer, I figured that I did pay 
for the show, so 1 might as well try to 
enjoy it. Unfortunately, the “new” 
L.A. Guns continued to disappoint 
me.
They played a few old hits near 
the beginning of their set including 
“Never Enough,” “Sex Action," “Rip 
and Tear,” and “One Way Ticket to 
Love.” This was obviously done to 
please the fans. But after they had 
done their duty, they proceeded to 
“treat” u s with some new material.
Each song was ju st one heavy, an­
gry dirge after another and ba­
sically boring. “Where 
are the sexual innuen­
does, the bluesy riffs, the 
catchy choruses? Where’s 
the teased hair?” I thought 
to myself in horror.
The audience didn’t seem  
to mind the band's new direc­
tion, but then again the audi­
ence was mostly comprised of 
drunks who ju st w anted to 
mosh to anything heavy. As this 
was the case, I decided to move to 
the rear of the club and continued 
to watch as L.A. Gus, a band who 
was once on the forefront of the 
"golden age” of rock and roll, surren­
dered themselves to the '90s.
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Female Artists singing, 
writing and producing
by Jod i East cl
W om ens role in m usie h a s  
changed drastically t hroughout h is­
tory, and continues to evolve as we 
speak. Women arc no longer rel­
egated to be mere back-up singers 
for prominent male acts. More and 
more women are choosing to write, 
sing, produce, and even market their 
own albums.
The Women Students’ Organiza­
tion (WSO) featured a “Women in 
Music” theme, showcasing the work 
of their members’ favorite female 
artists in all musical genres.
Jean-Marie Navetta kicked off the 
listening session w ith a song en ­
titled, “Light of Some Kind" from Ani 
DiFranco's 1995 album. Not A Pretty 
Girl.
Ani DiFranco writes and records 
all of her own music, and publishes 
her album s on her own record label. 
Righteous Babe Records. A self-pro- 
claimed bisexual, DiFranco is a 
strong fem in ist w h o se  m usic  
straddles the two genres of folk and 
punk.
Christy DiChristina, president of 
the WSO, enlightened the predomi­
nately native speaking English group 
with Gloria Estefan’s recent Span­
ish album. Mi Tierra. Though most 
of us know Estefan’s music from her 
Miami S ound  M achine days, and 
from her subsequent English solo 
efforts, not many of u s were familiar 
with her Spanish albums. Estefan’s 
battle over paralysis a few years ago 
stands out as one of the most inspi­
rational comebacks of any performer.
Dead Can Dance, a band from 
England that rarely sings in English, 
was Naomi Tellez's contribution to 
the discussion. One of the earliest 
pioneer gothic bands of the past de­
cade, D ead Can Dance incorporates 
culturally diverse music components 
like Indian ragas and Gaelic chants,
to create a unique cross-cultural 
sound. We listened to the 1988 
album,The S e rp e n t’s Egg. Lisa 
Gerard, the lead chanteuse, just re­
leased a solo album entitled. In The 
Mirror Pool.
I brought the 1994 Natural Ingre­
dients album from my favorite girl 
ensemble band. Luscious Jackson. 
The female equivalent of The Beastie 
Boys, Luscious Jackson  combines 
rap and sampling to create a groove 
so strong it’s nearly impossible not 
to just get up and dance! Luscious 
Jackson  received some recent pub­
licity when the song Here appeared 
on the C lueless Soundtrack. The 
video received a good amount of air 
play on MTV, but the band is still 
relatively unknown.
Sharon Kenney offered Crass, a 
female punk band from the ‘80’s to 
our awaiting ears. The song, “Bata 
Motel" from the Penis E n \y  album 
was fraught with feminist ideals, cit­
ing typical “girl” stereotypes and tear­
ing them down with venomous lyr­
ics.
Liz Voltm an added Sarah 
McLachlan’s song, “Good Enough" to 
the mix. From McLachlan’s third 
album, 1993’s Fumbling Towards 
Ecstasy, “Good Enough" deals with 
relationships, but with a twist-it is 
written by a female from the male's 
point of view. McLachlan has also 
received some recent notoriety with 
the song, “I Will Remember You” from 
The Brothers McMullen soundtrack.
We all broadened our m usical 
knowledge by sharing the music that 
inspires us. Some of us even dis­
covered some new favorites! Though 
each sampling was diverse in its 
genre, the message was the same: 
Women can rock just as well as men! 
The WSO hopes to have another 
musical theme meeting later in the 
semester.
Fun To Be Had Around 
And About Campus...
Thursday, Februaiy 8
Art Forum presents:
Orlando Quevas, sculptor 
and founder of Artfaux.
CalciaHall, rm. 135 at 
3 p.m.
Friday, Februaiy 9
Ani DiFranco at 
John Harms Center - 8 p.m.
Call 201-567-3600 for 
ticket information.
Englewood
Saturday, Februaiy 10
MSU’s Gallery One presents:
Judith Dions exhibition,
“Real and Imagined.”
Second floor of 
Life Hall Annex 
Open 1 - 5  p.m.
Sunday, February 11
Don Hill’s presents 
Soul Sunday Lounge 
511 Greenwich St. & 
comer of Spring St.
NYC
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by Victoria Cables
I’ve been feeling jittery all day), we 
noticed the mounds and mounds of 
snow. I know it’s winter, but I’m kind 
of getting tired of snow. Does any­
body know what happened with the 
groundhog? I hope he crawled out 
of his hole on a cloudy day and 
stayed out. I would like an early 
spring.
The illustrious game of “paperboy" 
is going on right now. I’ve never 
played “paperboy.” although I’ve 
been hit by the paper. I try to stay 
out of the way during this game.
Instead, I decided to once again 
try to see the 3-D image in the TWeety 
& Sylvester Hollusion™ poster. My 
eyes are tearing now, and I still can’t 
see the lacking image. This stupid 
poster is located right above my 
poster and has become an eyesore.
Well, that’s about it for this week. 
Stop by the Montclarion and let me 
know what you think of my new font. 
I did learn my lesson about writing 
about my classes. I’ll never do that 
again. Have four great days off, and 
I wish you all a horrible Valentine's 
Day. Until next week, have fun. See 
ya.
Some say change is good, which I 
agree with. But some change is bad. 
Very bad. I don’t do well with bad 
changes.
We’ve had som e great, superb  
changes here at the M ontclarion  
new computers...finally! However, I 
lost my font. Paisley. Tom tried to 
get it back for me, but it didn’t work. 
Thanks again for trying, Tom. I’ll 
survive, and I'll get over it eventu­
ally, but my colum n just doesn't 
seem to be the same. My new font, 
which isn't necessarily permanent, 
is Amphi Normal. I wouldn’t call my 
column normal.
I did get some really cool compli­
ments about my column last Thurs­
day when I went to visit my friend 
Pompadour. Having nothing to do, I 
ca lled  him, b eca u se  we alw ays  
sponge well together. He told me to 
come on over. Pompadour was hav­
ing a party. Although I missed the 
m ain course, som e kind people  
saved some salad for me. I like salad.
My friend Holly likes salad, too, 
but today after class, while we were 
walking to the Rat to get some cof­
fee (which I don’t normally drink-
Monday, Februaiy 12
Reading Day # 1 :
Fun, Fun & More Fun.
Tuesday, Februaiy 13
Reading Day # 2:
Recover from 
Reading Day # 1,
Wednesday, Februaiy 14
Gallery 3+1/2 presents:
Kurt Richardson’s exhibition 
The Black Rider Series. 
Reception from 4 - 6  p.m. 
Calcia Hall, rm. 208
Stoned, Tripping, or just plain 
stupid??? Call Victoria & Erin 
at x5169.
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Black Sheep unfunny script and poor direction
by John  Springman
Black Sheep  is the second film pairing Satur­
day Night Live veterans Chris Farley and David 
Spade. Their first collaboration. Tommy Boy, was 
a road comedy that was predictable but consis­
tently funny from beginning to end. I’ve seen 
it and enjoyed it several times, both at the 
theatre and on video. Black Sheep  is a 
light comedy in the same vein, but one 
viewing is enough. Farley and Spade 
have their moments but are sabotaged 
by an unfunny script and poor direc­
tion.
Farley is Mike Donnelly, the loser 
brother of gubernatorial candidate A1 
Donnelly (Tim Matheson). Mike is an 
eager but inept campaigner for his older 
brother, and proves to be such an em­
barrassment that an aide (David Spade) 
is assigned to keep him out of trouble.
Mike and his baby-sitter go off to the woods 
to hide, setting up assorted comic situations in 
the wilderness before the two emerge-ta-da-to 
save the campaign.
The funniest parts of Black Sheep  are scenes 
with physical comedy, such as when Farley and 
Spade try to drive a bat out of their wilderness 
cabin. Otherwise, the script by Fred Wolf has no 
memorable comic lines and gets so wrapped up 
in campaign machinations that if forgets to be a 
comedy. The one amusing part of the campaign
is that the sitting governor (A1 Donnelly's oppo­
nent) is a Christie Whitman-type politician played 
by Christine Ebersole. The joke is that sh e’s a 
f o u l -  mouthed ball-breaker in private.
One thing th at  
worked in Tommy 
Boy was great 
chemistry between 
Farley and Brian 
Dennehy as his 
father. Wolf s 
script a t ­
tempts to du­
plicate this 
for B la ck  
Sheep  by 
pu ttin g  
heavy
sis  on the rela ­
tionship between the two 
brothers, but fails in this regard because Farley 
and Matheson have only one scene together. The 
movie also errs in trying to make Mike a mentor 
to a deprived young boy. Barley ten minutes into 
the movie, Mike and his new friend share special 
moments together as sickly sweet music declares 
their newly forged bond. This relationship is sim ­
ply a manipulative dramatic invention, it’s not 
something earned or developed.
Director Penelope Spheeris (Wayne's World) 
didn’t earn her paycheck for Black Sheep. Scenes 
end abruptly and pointlessly. One example is an 
episode in which Mike is fooling around with some 
teenagers who are drinking and smoking pot. He 
dances arqund with a bottle of beer and a joint, 
praising the joys of intoxication, when the shot 
suddenly cuts away, we hear the smashing of the 
beer bottle. Mike utters an anti—drug line, and 
the scene abruptly ends. To be fair to Spheeris, 
this couldn't have worked. By the story’s logic, 
Mike should be anti-drug, but according to his 
character, he's ob v iou sly  pro—legalization . 
Spheeris tries to have it both w ays and fails in 
the attempt.
T h e  most in teresting th in g  in B lack  
S h e e p  ^  were three of the supporting ac­
tors: Gary Busey, Tim Matheson, 
and Bruce McGill. Busey plays yet 
an oth er  crazed V ietnam  vet.
Matheson and McGill, as the governor's a s ­
sistants, are interesting because both also ap­
peared in the first and the best of the movies star­
ring Sa tu rd a y  N igh t Live alum ni: National 
Lam poon’s Animal House.
B lack Sheep  reaches it low point at the climax 
of the film: Mike falls on top of the female gover­
nor, and his struggles to disentangle himself are 
meant to resemble intercourse. Farley and Spade 
are funny enough to give Black Sheep  some merit, 
but only enough for a C+.
Players’ Cabaret Night explodes with music & songs
Jin Dae Kim enlightens the crowd musically.
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David Burke captures the limelight at Players Cabaret Night.
by Victoria Caldes & Erin Perry
On Monday, February 5, Players held their first Cabaret Night this semester. 
The mic was open for all artists, including singers, musicians, and poets. Scan 
Hale and Ian Penny hosted the evening with flamboyance and wit.
Players packed the Rat with an enthusiastic and large audience. Unfortunately, 
a writer who was assigned to review Cabaret Night failed to. Erin and I are tired of 
reviewing almost every event that happens on campus. Maybe, you were at Caba­
ret Night. Hopefully, you enjoy reading the Arts section. Put two and two together. 
Arts needs writers, or sooner or later all the articles are going to look like this.
Players Cabaret Night w as very successful, which says a lot about the commit­
ment and spirit of the organization. Most campus events go unattended. We find 
it pathetic how apathetic our campus is. We congratulate Players and apologize 
that no one was there to review their event.
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Problems found with
Paternoster’s puffing policy
Not once in Joe Paternoster’s profound ar­
ticle, “Let Smokers Puff in Peace” which called 
for equal rights for oppressed smokers did he 
mention the rights of those other living, breath­
ing, sentient, hum an beings who chose not to 
pollute their lungs, mouths, throats, teeth, n os­
trils, finger tips, and clothing with tobacco 
smoke. We are not arguing whether a Muslim 
should be forced by law to practice Catholicism 
ju st  because he is a resident of the United 
States. We are talking about how non-smok­
ers have no choice but to accept the putrid by­
product of another carcinogenic habit just be­
cause that smoker feels that his inalienable 
rights are being encroached upon by the Ge­
stapo (which is hardly an analogy someone 
should use when making a serious argument 
in defense of smokers.)
Yes, I agree with Paternoster on several 
things. Namely that a smoker w as conned into 
his habit by tobacco companies indoctrinating 
the youth of America with the glorified image 
of smoking so that smokers find it difficult to 
break the habit. So, as a junkie needs his gov­
ernment-supplied methadone, a smoker m ust 
be allowed to continue to smoke until he w ill­
ingly decides to end his enslavement.
I also agree that if the non-smokers don't 
want the grade-A carcinogen of second-hand 
smoke in their faces, then the smoker m ust 
have a more suitable area to smoke in besides 
the outside of a department building in the cold 
all alone. Yes, a designated student smoking 
lounge is not asking a lot. The smokers pay
student fees as well.
Mr. Paternoster should try a little introspec­
tion before he goes bashing legislation against 
needless pollution which is far from innocuous, 
as you say, through the EPA reports. If you 
really must smoke, that’s your choice. Eat right, 
work out, don’t smoke, die anyway, right? But 
then what is life? Slave to material things and 
pleasing the material sense of the life and ob­
tain equanimity, compassion for others, and a 
higher taste spiritually. Or else, live it up and 
step on others as you’re doing it. Exhaled smoke 
is a by-product of your filthy habit and you still 
insist on it being your right to smoke in public, 
while I can do nothing but succumb myself to 
being a recipient of this second-hand smoke in 
my lungs and on my clothes.
Well, Joe Schmoe insists that it’s  his right to 
have a few beers in public of which the by-prod­
uct of a few Budweisers is urine so you, as an 
innocent recipient of his by-product from a habit 
he can’t break and which is his right to be prac­
ticed anywhere he wants, must suffer yourself 
and be pissed on. You get the idea. Well, maybe 
this analogy is a bit too harsh. I do not want to 
argue with Mr. Paternoster, really. I just want 
to help others be more considerate of their fel­
low species, and other species for that matter. 
But animal rights is a whole different ball game.
I am a firm advocate of freedom of speech 
and I appreciate Mr. Paternoster’s willingness 
to practice it while taking classes at MSU.
Jeffrey Parisi
Graduate studies
Montclarion Mailbag
letter policy
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Calle
by George Calle
Dear SGA 
Executive Board,
I am writing to inform you of my dissatisfac­
tion with our present Class One organizational 
structure. As the heads of our Student Govern­
ment and thus our corporation, I am asking you 
to please explain to me and the rest of my fellow 
students at MSU the following:
Under what pretense of fairness does the the 
SGA continue to use our student fees to fund 
two ethnic cultural organizations such as the 
Latin American Student Organization (LASO) and 
the Organization of Students for African Unity 
(OSAU)?
All other similarly cultural/ethnic/gender/re- 
ligious based organizations on campus do not 
have Class One status. Why do LASO and OSAU?
Ideally, SGA Executive Boards of the past have 
explained it away by admitting that any other 
similar organizations may apply for said status 
as well.
This is not realistic.
The legitimate service organizations (the 
Montclarion, La Campana, WMSC, etc.) are seri­
ously underfunded and stretched to accomplish 
campus-wide services as it is. Any increase in 
the number of Class One organizations will im ­
mediately strain the financial stability of these 
service-oriented groups.
There is no more specific need for LASO or 
OSAU to get Class One funding than there is a 
specific need to similarly fund a Sri Lankan An­
drogynous Left-Handed organization for Midgets 
(SLALOM).
Since I have been told and agree with the idea 
that LASO and OSAU serve to create a better
awareness on campus about certain peoples that 
are underrepresented in our society, I propose 
that we extends that awareness to a respect of all 
cultures on this campus. I contend that the SGA 
Executive Board bring about a new Class One 
which could serve this purpose - a Multicultural 
Class One. if you will.
LASO and OSAU could then be placed equally 
with all the other similarly based organizations 
outside of Class One status, the approximately 
$60,000 which those two organizations would free 
up could then be used  in part to se t up the 
Multicultural Class One and, at the same time, 
to alleviate the need for any student fees increase 
that may otherwise be necessary.
The Multicultural C lass One could then serve 
to educate the campus on the need for tolerance, 
harmony, and understanding of other cultures 
and groups among us while making money avail­
able for that purpose to become available to all 
equally. Cultural understanding and respect is 
not reserved for the few. If systematically funded 
for one group, it should be guaranteed for all.
Your present policy is at best misguided and at 
worst bigoted and illegal in its discriminatory 
stance.
I, for one, will petition the Board of Trustees to 
waive my SGA fees for my next sem ester and I 
will seek counsel to further explore my legal rights 
if you do not take a substantive action to remedy 
this.
I will not allow my money to be used in a way 
that is discriminatory in nature.
Justice awaits your reply.
E-mail the Montclarion staff!
You can now send your comments and 
suggestions to the Montclarion s ta ff
via e-maiil.
All accounts are on alpha@montclair.edu 
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Native American
by Joseph Paternoster
This summer the University of California’s 
Board of Regents voted to stop admitting students, 
hiring professors, and awarding contracts on the 
basis of race and sex. The Board has decided, 
instead, to admit up to half of the applicants based 
on “special circumstances.” These circumstances 
include whether a student has shown persistence 
and determination, needs work, is from a socially 
or educationally disadvantaged environment, or 
has a difficult family situation. Needless to say, 
problems abound.
When the ban was passed in July, critics were 
quick to respond. The loudest criticism was that 
“diversity” would suffer. It seems that diversity 
on college cam puses, and only  on college cam­
puses, means skin color and ethnicity. Now it 
certainly doesn’t mean the exchanging of differ­
ent ideas, at it originally did. But how has affir­
mative action helped the college definition of di­
versity, especially for blacks, at UC? In 1984, 
UC’s student population w as seventy percent 
white, sixteen percent Asian, seven percent His­
panic, and four percent black. In 1994, the num­
bers were forty nine percent white, twenty nine 
percent Asian, thirteen percent Hispanic, and four 
percent black. So, at least here, affirmative ac­
tion has not helped blacks at all.
Now, instead of being race based, the process 
will be class and dysfunction based. ‘The idea of 
measuring ‘dysfunctionality’ is a... nightmare,” 
said Jerome Karabel, a professor of sociology at 
Berkeley. Will the admissions department have 
a chart describing what is worse: sexual abuse 
beats physical abuse, but physical abuse and 
divorce beat sexual abuse? And as Keith F.
“Special circumstances” 
are still discriminatory
Widaman, a professor and member of the Regents’ 
task force, said,” What teenager doesn't think they 
come from a dysfunctional family?”
Despite the problems that will come from rat­
ing which dysfunction is worse, the Board’s move 
away from race and sex in admissions is a good 
one. The point that colleges are at now seems to 
be the exact opposite of what affirmative action 
was intended to do. “Some students who don't 
meet minimum academic requirements are ad­
mitted solely on the basis of race," said Califor­
nia Governor Pete Wilson. It has also led to some 
perverse ideas on racism and sexism, as illus­
trated by Jesse Jackson’s unbelievable response 
to the Regents’ vote. After the decision he said, 
‘To ignore race and sex is racist and sexist.” Ob­
viously, a change is needed.
However, there is a better way than the change 
proposed by the Board of Regents. First, all stu­
dents should be admitted based on grades, test 
scores, and essays. Second, there should be no 
interviews and no race or gender boxes to check 
on applications. Third, there should be no names 
on applications, only social security numbers. No 
assum ptions would be made because of last 
names. This is the best way to insure that dis­
crimination does not take place during the ad­
missions process.
For once everyone will be equal, that is, judged 
by the same standards. The best, brightest, and 
most deserving will be admitted, regardless of race 
and sex. To ignore race and sex in admissions, 
hiring, and contracting is neither racist nor sex­
ist. It is simply the fulfillment of one man's dream 
and America’s promise.
A pologist
by Nelson Alonso
Creating 
controlling life
Technology has created new ethical issues. 
Artificial insemination, test-tube babies, surro­
gate mothers, organ transplantation, organ har­
vesting, gene splicing, and cloning are all medi­
cal realities. There is no longer a question of 
whether they can be done, it is only a question of 
whether they ought to be done.
Nowhere are the lines of division among people 
clearer than in biomedical issues. This is because 
ethical decisions are made from within a world 
view. For example, secular humanists have stated 
their beliefs repeatedly and clearly. Their H um an­
is t Manifesto  (1933,1973) supports abortion, eu ­
thanasia, and suicide. They speak glowingly 
about technology and emphatically deny that 
there is any God in control. They affirm that "we 
need to extend the uses of the scientific method... 
Confronted by many possible futures, we must 
decide which to pursue.” They disavow any Cre­
ator or divine aid, boasting, “No deity will save 
us; we must save ourselves." Hence, they “affirm 
that moral values derive their source from hu­
man experience. Ethics is situational, needing 
no ideological sanctions.”
While the humanist approach to biomedical 
ethics is to play God, the alternative approach is 
to use medical advances to serve God and to con­
serve the dignity of man. Cloning, for instance, 
or making “carbon-copies" of human beings, is 
genetically possible. However, there are serious 
objections to cloning. First of all it is playing God, 
not serving God. Second, clones would generate 
unprecedented psychological and social problems 
of identity and sibling rivalry.
It is also now possible to produce new kinds of 
biological organisms by splicing the genes of one 
into another. These laboratory hybrids are al­
ready being patented. One such artificially con­
structed “super bug” is said to have value in elimi­
nating large oil slicks. This kind of genctic-splic- 
ing will create an imbalance in the delicately ar­
ranged micro-world. It is also an example of man’s 
desire to be sovereign over creation, rather than 
being a servant in it. It is a dangerous, and self- 
defeating effort to redesign nature.
It is argued that opposing genetic engineering, 
cloning, and gene splicing retards scientific 
progress. However, this objection has serious 
problems of its own. It assum es that these in­
ventions are genuine progress, rather than merely 
changes. But not everything new is good. “Sci­
entific progress” is an ambiguous term used to 
justify almost almost anything we desire to do. 
This became painfully evident when German sci­
entists in the Nazi regime engaged in ghastly h u ­
man “research” at the expense of human respect.
Humans are not to play God by creating and 
recreating, and controlling, as the humanist bio­
medical ethic contends. We are not the engineers 
of life, but merely the custodians. Medical inter­
vention, therefore should be corrective, not cre­
ative. We should repair life, reconstruct it. Tech­
nology must serve morality, not the reverse.
On th e  lighter side of...
Whitewater
“... AREN’T SPECIAL PROSECUTORS CONSIDERED NON-ESSENTIAL?-, "
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Rubino
by Michael Rubino
After Oregon Democrat Ron Wyden captured 
the nation’s first vote-by-mail congressional elec­
tion, he hailed his victory as evidence that the 
Republican Congress is forging ahead with an 
agenda that is  much too radical and extreme for 
the average voter. He m ust be correct, for what 
else could motivate the average voter to elect a 
politician who walks that fine line between lib­
eral democracy and socialism?
For starters, it appears that the mail election 
was a success. It produced an enormous “turn­
out” with more than 65 percent of Oregon's regis­
tered voters mailing in their ballots. Many citi­
zens lauded the convenience of the mail-order 
ballots. In addition, it w as estimated that the 
mail election saved the state of Oregon some $1 
million.
Now to Wyden’s credit, even if it w as nothing 
less than a gimmicky political tactic, he did refuse 
to continue the barrage of negative ads against 
his opponent Gordon Smith. He openly chal­
lenged Smith to do the same and polls showed 
that Wyden’s decision helped him win undecided 
voters. Perhaps politicians could look to this elec­
tion as inspiration to get their campaigns out of 
the gutter and encourage apathetic voters to par­
ticipate in the American democratic system.
Oregon voters and the first 
mail-order U.S. governm ent
But this point aside, just what happened in 
this election? And perhaps more importantly, just 
what did the voters of Oregon do to the rest of the 
nation?
Although Wyden is the first Democrat elected 
to the Senate from Oregon since 1962, Oregon is 
widely considered to be a moderate state. Par­
ticularly, the state has supported Democrats in 
the last two presidential elections and it has a 
Democratic governor. Even the state's senior 
Senator, Republican Mark Hatfield, is now infa­
m ous as the guy who w as the deciding vote 
against the Balanced Budget Amendment.
Even though Oregon claims 45 percent regis­
tered Democrats and 36 percent registered Re­
publicans, Wyden squeaked by with only a 48- 
47 percent victory over Smith. Despite this and 
Smith being branded as a radical hard-core con­
servative, it w as still that close.
Smith spent more money than Wyden, but all 
the organizations of the Left bonded in full force. 
The Democratic Senatorial Campaign Commit­
tee said they “will be counting on the entire Demo­
crat family. Democratic National Committee, 
White House, constituency groups, and elected 
officials to help the Oregon Democratic Party get 
the needed money to finance the voter contact,
volunteer effort and get-out-the-vote operation 
throughout the state.” President Clinton mail- 
grams were sent out to undecided voters on the 
heels of his rosy State of the Union speech and 
Vice President Gore campaigned in Oregon for 
Wyden. And it w as still that close.
As a representative in the House, Wyden has 
voted against the Balanced Budget Amendment, 
welfare reform, and the death penalty. He has 
voted to raise taxes on 16 different occasions (Na­
tional Taxpayers Union rated him one of the big­
gest spenders in Congress). He voted against 
mandatory sentences for crimes committed with 
guns, but would instead choose to abolish the 
Second Amendment altogether. Wyden even voted 
to send U.S. troops to Bosnia, but on a lteteal TV 
station, he couldn’t even locate Bosnia on a map! 
In addition, he couldn’t identify the Prime Minis­
ter of Canada or even venture a guess as to the 
cost of gasoline and milk!
If th is is going to be the trend in November, 
1996, then I have some advice for the Republi­
can Party. Either begin shifting to the ideological 
center or hire a public relations staff that will 
make voters think you’re shifting. Because lib­
eral politicos like Wyden is the last thing this 
country needs now.
College at 
Thirty-something
by  Angela Diadone
Som etim es the  school 
uniform s ju s t  d o n ’t  fit
I spent my pre-adolescent educationally for­
mative years wondering if our brown-clad teach­
ers, with giant rosary beads dangling from their 
belts, did have any hair under those habits. From 
a distance, they all looked the same and so did 
we. All the girls in this Catholic school were iden­
tically dressed: ghastly gray jum pers, pink 
blouses with Peter Pan collars, saddle shoes. But 
one could tell who was a good girl and who had 
potential of becoming the future back-seat babe.
Even when , thankfully, the Mother Superior 
changed her taste in color schemes — we were 
now in blue and black plaid wool skirts white 
blouses (with those ever-present stains under the 
arms) and bowties- the sam e good girls were good 
and the others, well, they lived up to their poten­
tial. The uniforms had nothing to do with it. They 
were merely a formality that we didn’t question 
or bother to think about. We were not bombarded 
with a fashion sense outside of school in those 
days. We were too busy being who we were to care 
that much. It’s different now. Mothers put their
infants in designer onesies, pre-schoolers pick out 
their own clothes, and most older children wear 
sneakers and jackets expensive enough for me to 
hock and pay my rent.
President Clinton feels that public schools 
should be able to “require school uniforms.” Is he 
kidding? Does he seriously think that this is the 
solution to the problems in our schools and with 
the youth of today?
Mary Ellen Schoonmaker, who writes for the 
Record  of Bergen County, made a good point in 
her article on the same subject. She said, “We all 
wore the same clothes, but some of us were in, 
and some of u s were out.” Her twelve years of 
uniformed education proved to her that beyond 
the walls of academia, there was no safe haven 
for plaid-skirted young ladies to inconspicuously 
m elt into the social class. We stood out like 
Rudolph’s nose when faced with the public school 
girls. Sure, some of us were streetwise enough to 
handle ourselves; we knew the score. But they 
were cool, and they knew it. And so did we.
The problem with trying to impose mandatory 
uniform policies in public schools may not lie so 
much with the students. Som e of them might 
actually welcome not having to compete with the 
fashion plates. The school dance (if there is still 
such a thing) would be the place to show one’s 
stuff. No, the problems will m ost likely be with 
the parents. They are the by-products of those 
rebellious and tumultuous decades of tie-dye (the 
originals), platform shoes, and "Stairway to 
Heaven." They didn’t do uniforms then and they 
won't do them now.
President Clinton has a lot of other pressing 
issu es on his agenda that badly need address­
ing. His challenge to “all schools to teach charac­
ter education" shouldn’t be taken lightly by any 
means. But Mary Ellen Schoonmaker and I, hav­
ing both had our fill of hiking up our plaid skirts 
to make them shorter when the nuns weren’t 
around, are pretty sure that the answers could 
come from a place devoid of saddle shoes and 
drooov knee socks.
“There is only one thing in the world th a t is worse 
than  being talked about, and th a t is not being 
talked about.” -  O scar Wilde
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
After Earth Out Way
Back Heaven Right West
Coast Land Sky Wind
Down Lett Unto
li Kirli Oihm
Somethin? To Drink
The 15 musical acts listed below sang at least meson® with a beverage in the title. Name all the son's, then 
go out and pet yocirself a Yuu-Hav
1. T he Eagles
2. Jimmy Buftctt
3. Snoop Doggy Dug!»
4. Squeeze
5. Rupert Huhnes
6. Tommy James 
and the ShonJells
] .  Hank Williams
8. Looking Glass
9. T he Champs
10. Andy Gibb
1 1 . UB40
12. Herman's Hermits
13. The Fireballs
14. Turn T. Hall 
13. Tin Tin
H ip  n e w  G e n e r a t i o n  X  L a y o u t  C r o s s w o r d  P u z z l e
ACROSS M oreno 101 H itch ing  post? 5 K ap ita l” 48  Item for Money"
1 Wine wort) 5 5  W W II locale 102 N e ig h b o r ol 6 R everb era ­ Judge Ito 9 5  Mr. Jeremy
4  Forsyth's 5 8  P res ley  movie Leb. tion 50  One of the Fisher, lor one
T h e - F i l e " site 104 ‘A n d rea 7 R estaura teur Chipmunks 9 6  Prolix
1 0  Booker T .& 61 T u t’s tu rt 106 C o m  portion Toots 51 Sans em otion palomino
the — 6 3  Palindromic 107 G ru m b le 8 Bone-dry 5 2 -p r o s e q u i 9 7  Swindle
1 3  Speedy nam e 110 S a lo n  ottering 9 Colonel's 54 P D  alert 9 8  “W e - t h e
181 love, to 6 4  Actor Kilmer 114  T ra tto ria  treat com m and 56  Climbing World"
Lucretius 6 5  D em onic 117 G arfie ld 's  pal 10 R abble plants 9 9  Navel store?
19  Sweet- 66 Shrub 118  R a in  hard 11 Little look 57 W alter of 1 0 3  Metrical loot
smelling 6 9  M ake  a 119 In  the 12 W ard  of K o lch " 1 0 5  Put away
pouch footnote m an n er of ‘Sisters" 59  Spanish some pie
2 0  Olsen ol 71 Touch up 120 P rep a re  to 13 Antique au to seaport 1 0 8  Trepidation
vaudeville th e  text b ear it 14 Rainbow 60 Rock star 1 0 9  Japan's first
21 Brewer or 7 3 ' - G e l  By* 1 2 2 T o s c a "  tenor shape Cooper capital
Wright (old song) 126 W o rd  o l woe 15 Get one's goat 62  Heavy m etal 111 W heel part
2 2  Popular '50s 7 4  Literary 129 N an cy 16 Author instrument? 112  Scanty
vocalist collection S in atra 's  ex Asimov 67 More like a 113  Put on
2 4  ‘Caribbean 7 7  Insurance 133 ‘ S ca ifa ce " 17 D eV ito  of lox 114  Tacitus' longue
Queen" coverage star ‘J u n io r 6 8 ‘ I t - B e  Y o u " 1 1 5 ‘A l l - A m i ”
singer 8 0  C om edian 136 N ew sp ap er 21 Polk's 7 0  Impressive ('62  song)
2 6  Energy units Louis circu lar predecessor tales 1 1 6  Kafka
2 7  Mountain 81 Author 137 Artichoke 23 From 72 Daly of character
nymph W allace heart? 25 H arlm an  or ‘ Christy" 121 Foot part
2 9  Knight wear? 8 2  O p era  set in 138  Invo lve W helchel 74 Honolulu 123  Artist Magritte
3 0  Family vehiclei M em phis 139  P ro -gun  org. 28 S inger hello 1 2 4  Smidgen
31 Carrol or 8 3  Tibia 140 C o m e s  closer S hannon 75 Sherpa site 1 2 5  University
parsnip 8 4  G reek 141 C a s t a  spell 32 In error 76 Expect ordeal
3 4  Trickle philosopher 1 4 2 ‘ N o  kidding!1' 33 Actress G arr 78 Ruth's 127  Curly coll
3 6  Covertness 8 6  B lack or 143 W estm inster 35 Exile isle m other-in-law  128  Forest lather
3 9  Italian entree white gem w inner 37 R equest an 79 Silverware 130  Mal d e -
44  Singer 8 8  Ike 's  domain DOWN encore city (seasickness)
Guthrie 8 9  H o le  in one 1 ‘ S m ooth 38 Trickster 85 Like-m inded 131 Cen seg-
4 5  Spoon-bender 9 0  Bestow O p erator" 39 Confident 87  Cam el's ments
Geller 9 4  H a ve  as one's singer 4 0 H .S  m ath cousin 132  Dr. Ruth's
4 6  Mirella ol hometown 2 M ideastern 41 Morning 91 Sandm an's topic
the Mel 9 6  ‘ C abaret" or p o ten ta te m oisture realm 134 Hodges ol
4 7  Plead “Cam elot" 3  A ccord 4 2 — C a t (winter 92 Norse royal baseball
4 9  Once more 1 0 0  P erry's 4  K yrgyzstan wheels) name 135 English
5 3  Multitalented creator city 43 C o m m an d eer 9 3 ‘ - i n  the cathedral city
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W h a t  i f . . .
An archived article written a very 
long time ago that I am republish­
ing, because I have hit a major 
wall today -JJOS
b y  J © h n  J .  ®  S u l l i v a n
What if...they replaced every 
single baseball player in the majors 
with...mimes?
“It’s another exciting game- 
day here at beautiful Yankee Stadium”, 
said the Yankees announccr/maven Phil 
Rizuto on Channel 11. "We’re expect­
ing a fine match-up between the Yanks 
and the Baltimore Orioles. Bob, how 
do you think the home team will do to­
night?” Bob replies, "Well Phil, I think 
that the Yanks...{insert announcer 
babble at ‘ad nauseam’ levels here)"
What we haven’t told Phil, 
Bob. George, or anyone else at Yankee 
Stadium is that we replaced their regu­
lar Yankees with
Folgcr’s....oops...{sorry about that; it’s 
force of habit -JJO’S}...mimes.
“ AND NOW. TH E NEW 
YORK YANKEES!!!”, the powerful PA 
announced to the aw aiting fans! 
{RrrrmxjoaaarrryyaaayyyyyiThh } Out 
walk the mimes, wearing all black, with 
exception to their “New York Yankees” 
berets. Everyone in the stadium repeats 
the following phrase in absolute sync: 
“WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON 
HERE!?!??!” Phil is going into a state 
of denial. The Baltimore fans couldn’t 
help but laugh at the Yankees. 
“Hahahaha! We WON!”, thought ev­
ery Orioles fan! The PA continues: 
“Pitching for the Yankees will be Num­
ber 45, Binko. (Blah blah blah) The 
coach for the New York Yankees is Mis­
ter Marcel Marscau. (Blah blah blah 
blah)” The Orioles fans are loving this; 
that is...until their team comes out.
"AND PLAYING THE YAN­
KEES TONIGHT. THE BALTIMORE 
ORIOLES!” The small contingent of 
Baltimore fans start screaming, until the 
mimes walk out. The PA announcer 
didn’t say a damn thing; he was too con­
fused, and had to go to his shrink. 
Gcorgic S. ran up to the announcer’s 
booth to try and keep things going nor­
mally. “Urn...err..and..urn..OH! AND 
NOW. THE PERFORMING OF THE 
STAR SPANGLED BANNER!” A 
mime is spot-lighted in the center of the ' 
field, playing what seems to be an "Air 
Organ.” The mime is mouthing the
words to the Anthem, but no noise is 
coming out. After he’s done "playing” 
the Star Spangled Banner, he walks off 
the field and the Yankees take up camp 
on the field. There is no ball to be 
found, but it seems that they arc toss­
ing an imaginary one around.
The game is about to begin, 
and George Steinbrenner announces 
over the PA. “Batting for the Orioles, 
uh. Monsieur Boeuf le Tete??” M. 
B œ uf le Tete (Mister Beef Head in very 
broken French) takes up position, 
awaiting the pitch from Yankee, Binko. 
Phil Rizuto, on WPIX, announces: 
“Well, um, it sorta looks like Binko is 
going to pitch. Um. he swings, err...it 
sorta looks like a curve ball. M. Boeuf 
le Tete swings, the ump says, 
um..WHAT THE HELL DID THE 
DAMN UP SAY! HE’S A DAMN 
MIME TOO??? ARRRGH! WAIT, the 
ump says it’s a strike...I think. The 
catcher throws back the ball to the 
pitcher. Binko winds up. BLAMO. it’s 
a hit...well, I guess it was a hit because 
he’s running. M. B œ uf le Tete runs like 
a mad swine. Wait, he just stopped run­
ning! It looks like he opened an imagi­
nary door, walked in, and WAIT: IT ’S 
A CAR! THE MIME IS USING AN 
‘AIR CAR.’ Holy cow, the damn mime 
is riding to first, and to second—Wait, 
Yankee third baseman Andre 1c Poo is 
BUILDING AN IMAGINARY WALL 
OUT OF THIN AIR! M. Boeuf le Tete 
is heading tow ards third base. 
SMASH! Wow, that mime crashed into 
the "AIR WALL’ and is tagged out. The 
crow d is going wild 
{Rrnraoorooroiraaah h h h hrr }”
That, my friends, is only a 
sample of the tragedy that could ensue 
if mimes start playing our national pas­
time. If you ever sec a mime who seems 
to be catching an imaginary ball in mid­
air, hit him/her over the head with an 
"air brick’. A mime is a terrific thing to 
waste!
John J. O'Sullivan is a ruthless bitch 
with a stick...
The word for the day is: 
Poop. Say it many, many 
times. It’s a great word.
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Exercise Tip # 7T:
Do not try to pick up 
trucks. It is simply not 
good for you. You will 
get a really bad back 
ache. If it falls on you, 
it will turn you into a 
pancake. Please, just 
don’t do it.
Sponsered by  the United Association o f Idiots Who 
Picked Up Trucks and Now Regret It IUAIWPUTNRII
by Ruby lA/yoei-lu 
A A. D P-certifiedAstrolocjtsr
★
★
A r ie s :  (M ur. 21—A p r. 19) You’ ll 
g iv e  th e  hairy eyeb a ll ro  a rerail 
c le rk  w hen  she refuses ro ler you 
pay  w ith  fragrant incense.
Tau ru s : (A p r. 20—M a y  2 0 ) Stay fit 
by ta k in g  a b r ie f ja u n t through 
th e  park . For an e x tra  cha llenge, 
r ic  an  o x  carcass to  you r back.
O e m in i:  (M ay  21—June 21 ) Dur­
in g  you r vacation  in  Andalusia , 
you r  nostrils w ill b e  sew n  shut.
C a n c e r : (June 22—July 22 ) C o n ­
c e n tra te  on  e m o tio n a l growth. 
L ea rn  to  stop c ry in g  w hen  you 
w e t  yourself.
L e o : (July 23-Aug. 2 2 ) R e la x  and 
pur you r worries b e h in d  you be­
cause tom orrow  you r th roat w ill 
be to rn  out by a d in g o .
V irg o : (A u g . 2.3—S ep t. 22) Your 
ch arism a  wins you  th e  adora­
t io n  o f  thousands. U s e  your gift 
to  b e c o m e  a con  arrisr.
L ib ra : (Sept. 23—O c t .  23 ) Oris, 
your e v i l  personality, is forcing 
you  ro  listen to  A s ia  albums 
against your will. G e t  a lobotomy.
S co rp io : (O ct. 2 4 -N o v . 21 ) You ’re 
th r ille d  rod iscovcr th e  on ly  sur­
v iv in g  ichthyosaur. L3ut you 'll
he an acad em ic  laugh ingstock  
w h en  your fin d  turns out to  be­
an  o ld  boot w ra p p ed  in seaw eed . 
Sagittarius: (N o v .  22—Dec. 2 1 ) 
O n e  sip o f  th e  tep id , f i lth -r id ­
d e n  water o f  rh e  G anges w il l  
g iv e  you x -ray  v is ion . LJsc you r 
p o w er  to  lo o k  at p eo p le ’s butts. 
C a p r ico rn : (D e c . 22—Jan. 19) B e ­
cause you re fu sed  ro m em orize  
you r Psalms, y o u ’ ll get cream ed  
in  an  O ld  T es ta m en t T r iv ia  B ee . 
A q u a riu s : (Jan. 20 —Feb. IS ) S en d  
th e  m ath c o m m u n ity  in to  a 
d ith e r  by suggest in g  the d iv is io n  
s ign  be rep laced  w ith  a d raw in g  
o f  a bunny.
P isces : (Feh. 19—M ar. 20) Y ou ’ ll 
g e l  pu lled o v e r  fo r  speeding, hut 
th e  traffic c o p  w i l l  happily a c ­
c e p t  your b r ib e  o f  sex.
M s . W yn cr-lo ’s s is te r . P o s tc W y n e r -  
P o lla rd . recen tly  s ta r te d  her o w n  
h o ro s c o p e s  c o lu m n  ti tle d  " l io s ic  
F u tu r e s .” A l th o u g h  M s . W y n c r - ln  
e n jo y s  healthy com petition w ith  o th e r  
a s tro lo g e r s , s h e ’d  lik e  to  c larify th a t  
h e r  sister's p re d ic tio n s  a re  h u llc a c k le . 
i.3 1W 6  by Onion Features Syndicate
T h e  A n s w e r s !
C U L T U R A L  ID IO C Y  Q U I Z  A N S W E R S
i . *‘T eq u ila  Sunrise” 1 1 “ Red Red W in e "
2. “ Marnaritavàlle" 1 2. “N o  M ilk T t»d a y “
“C lin  ;mtl Juice” 1 V “ BorHe n f  W in e ”
4. “ Rlnrlt CoflVt* In IV H " 14 “ I Like B eer“
5. "Fscape (T h e  Pina C o lad n  Son>*)”
6. “ S w eet l 'herry W in e ”
7. "T h e r o ’x A  Tear In K iy  Beer"
S. "B ran dy (You ’re » F ine C lir l)“
O. “ Te«|nil.»”
1 0. ‘ ‘ (L o v e  Is) T h ick er T h a n  \X/.irer”
1 s. “Tc»asr and M arm alade tor T e a ”
Rise Above The Crowd With
Residence Life...
MONTClflRION/Thursday, February 8, 1996
“'The onCy Cimits are those o f vision.
• -  ¥K* ■. ; i . \ ■ , f!
Resident Assistants/
■ ...ill» i - '.i .. .
Facilities Assistants- - ; • ■ ■ ji ! ■ ■ . -‘ i
'.»]• I ■ n r i* i )llt. I I .»? ‘ - *
Interest Meeting/
Mocktail Party
Wednesday, February 14, 1996 
7-9 PM in the Bohn Hall Lounge
Benefits:
• Single room at reduced rate 
• 1 4  Meal Plan waiver
• Stipend
• Leadership experience
Applications available starting 
Tuesday, February 13 in all 
Residence Director’s offices and 
the Office of Residence Life.
Application Deadline: 4pm, 
Thursday, February 22.
■ r r
M O N TC LA R IO N
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Classifieds999 To place a Classified Ad, please call 655-5237. The cost per week is $10 for 25 to 30 words.
Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit Card 
fund-raisers for fraternities, sorori­
ties. & groups. Any campus organi­
zation can raise up to $ 1000 by earn­
ing a whopping $5.00/VISA applica­
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified callers receive Free T-shirt.
Baby-sitter needed for Sunday morn­
ing, 8:30-1:00. TWo children 4 and 
6. Bloomfield area. Please call 
338-5565.
Cruise ships hiring. Earn up to 
$2,000+/m onlh. World travel. Sea­
sonal & full-time positions. No exp. 
necessary. For info, call 1-206- 
9713550 ext. C50962.
Attention all students! Over $6 Bil­
lion in public and private sector 
grants & scholarships is now avail­
able. All students are eligible. Let 
us help. For more info., call 
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50962.
Attention Spring Breakers! Book 
now! Jam aica/C ancun/B aham as  
$499, Florida $129. Organize groups 
and go free. Endless Summer Tours 
1-800-234-7007.
Part-time baby-sitter needed for 2 
children in Montclair home. Ages 3 
& 1. Non-smoker, own car preferred 
and references needed. TUcsday full 
day preferred & other hours. Will 
work with schedule. 857-7667.
Cool sum m er jobs!! S tu d en ts  
needed! Earn up to $12/hr. + tips 
working at Resort Hotels, Theme 
Parks, Ranches, & River Rafting 
companies nationwide. Call Resort 
S erv ices  1 -2 0 6 -9 7 1 -3 6 0 0  ext. 
R50961.
Spring Break ‘96. With only 1 week 
to live-don’t blow it! Book now! 
Florida & Padre $109, Baham as 
$359. Jamaica/Cancun $399. Orga­
nize a group-travel free!! SunSplash 
Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Agents • No Experience. Company 
Expanding - $  12 - 18 hr. + Bonuses. 
Send SASE for Details to: Interna­
tional 1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste 
4 2 7  Brooklyn, N Y  11230.
International Calling Card, Low 
Rates to all countries. Japan $0 .69 / 
min., Mexico 0.21, Taiwan 0.86, UK 
0 .50 , Singapore 0.74, Hong Kong 
0.78. France 0 .59, India 1.38, more. 
Call 1-800-624-1632 for Info.
Can you read and speak any foreign 
language? Earn $15/hour, required: 
pleasant sounding voice, proper edu­
cation, authentic sounding accent 
and spirited presentation. M ales/ 
Females encouraged to apply. Call 
(201) 882-5065.
Ski & Snowboard- Campus Reps 
Needed. Springbreak ‘96 Intercolle­
giate Ski Weeks- 5 Day lift ticket/ 
condo lodging. 5 Night parties & ac­
tivities. Mt. Orford, Canada (Near 
Vermont) (Drinking age-18) TYip only 
$219. Reps earn Free THps, Cash, 
New Equipment, etc. Call Ski Tbavel 
Unlimited: l-800-999-Ski-9.
Part-time childcare needed for 6 yr. 
old twins in Montclair. Mon., Wed., 
Thurs., 3:30 - 7:00 PM. Person must 
be responsible and love children. 
Drivers license, car & references a 
m ust. Call 509-0556.
Looking for male students to partici­
pate in language study at Montlcair 
State. Will use questionnaire to se­
lect test subjects. Subjects complet­
ing experiment receive $ com pensa­
tion. Call Eric Green. (201) 278- 
7782.
PAID & UNPAID 
INTERNSHIPS 
Over 1200 NJ Internships 
detailed in N J  Internships  
Guide. Contacts, descriptions, 
everything you need to get the 
internship you want... 
Only $24.95 + tax, shipping. 
Call (800) 331-5076.
JuSt in Ca.Be 
you dec! ide to buy
the books 
this ¡Semester.
VISA «
4000
T O O  i c 3 ~ -  S b i e
" * ’8 & ! 9 6 9  S B " .  Z / H  C M  
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It's every v '^ rvere 
■you want to be.
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SPECIAL BITCHING ALERT:
I KNOW THAT PLEDGING IS 
STARTING, AND I KNOW HOW 
MUCH THAT ALL OF YOU LOVE 
YOUR PLEDGES AND WHAT NOT. 
BUT, PLEASE DON’T GO TOO IN­
SANE WITH THE PERSONALS. I 
HAVE A LIFE...OKAY, MAYBE I 
DON’T, BUT I’D LIKE TO TRY TO 
HAVE ONE THIS SEMESTER. SO 
PLEASE, FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, 
CUT DOWN THE AMOUNT OF 
PERSONALS'
STAY STRONG, D O N ’T 
STRESS',
JJO’S
C A L L I N G  P I A N A ,  NA V E ,  
SOBIASED, ETC...WHERE ARE 
YOU ?
DEAR TRICIA (N **119)
HA HA HA' HOW ARE YOU FINE 
WINE? HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
LOVE, UPSILON 168
MELISSA C. (S IGM A),
TRY TO STAY SANE WITH FERRIS 
BUELLER’S TEACHER' BEST OF 
LUCK TO YOU'
LOVE, LAUREN S. (A IX )
WEMBLINA (A IX )
WHERE’S THE DOOR? I WANT 
TO LEAVE'
LOVE, THE PROUD DUCK 
CUP OWNER
HEY JACKIE, I HOPE NOBODY 
FELL ON THE FLOOR I WAXED. 
LOVE, MIQUEL PASQUALE
TONIGHT’S THE NIGHT ACE'
-YOU KNOW WHO IT IS
TAKE OUT THAT SCRUNCHEE 
CAUSE HERE I COME'
-MIQUEL
I NEVER KNEW YOU WERE A 5 6 B.
ACTUALLY,  I’M A 35B , BUT 
THANK YOU FOR THE FLATTERY. 
-JJO ’S
7 OS IN ONE NIGHT'
WELCOME TO THE MACHINE.
NOREEN AND LAUREN (AIX) ,
HE’S CUTE, BUT HE WAL KS 
FUNNY. HE WADDLES'
“THEY CALL HIM THE WADDLER, 
YEAH, THE WADDLER. HE 
WADDLES AROUND AND ‘ROUND 
AND ‘ROUND, AND ‘ROUND.’’
LOVE YA, ERIN
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE 
SIGMA DELTA TAU SECTION:
N ic o le  (s d t )
■CHEER UP STALIN' LUV 
U'
-KELLY
SHAMALE (SDT)
IT’S YOUR TURN TO MAKE OUT' 
BELIEVE ME, I'M NEVER SITTING
ON THE BED W / YOU AGAIN. 
DANCE FEVER' I LUV YOU' 
-KEISHA
MEL (SDT)
REMEMBER—YOU’LL ALWAYS BE 
STUCK WITH ME' NO MORE 
TEARS'
LUV YOU A L W A Y S ,
KELLY!
QUINISHA BIG MO,
YOU’RE THE BEST' WE’LL BE 
STYLIN W/ OUR WHITE BOOTS' 
CHEER UP-YOUR LITTLE LOVES 
YOU'
MUSH (SDT)
I MISS YOU SO MUCH' THINGS 
ARE LOOKING BRIGHTER'
LOVE YOU, KELLY
STEVE (AXP)
DO ME A FAVOR AND KNOCK 
BEFORE YOU ENTER'
KELLY
MESSAGES I GET ARE FROM 
TEACHERS.
IPSL, KIM K *113
CASSIE (PHI SIG),
THANX FOR LISTENING TO ME 
AND MILL BULL****' PS I’M ONE 
STEP CLOSER TO OUR GOAL' 
IPSL, KIM
CAROLINE (PHI SIG),
WE LED A MERRY CHASE HAVE 
WE EVER HAD A BAD TIME ANY­
WHERE?
JEN
TO OUR NEW MEMBER NANCY 
(PHI SIG),
YOU ARE THE BEST; KEEP UP THE 
GOOD WORK'
LUV, JENNIFER
CAROLINE (PHI SIG),
THERE IS MORE THAN ONE WAY 
TO MAKE STUFFING'
JEN
SHAMALE,
CRRREAM' NICE ACCENT' 
KEISHA
WE CAN CREAM ON 
YOUR EAR.
AND NOW, THE PHI 
S I G M A  S I G M A  
SECTION:
JENN LARSEN (PH 
SIG),
HEY BABY, WHERE ARE 
WE GOING THIS WEEK­
END TO CAUSE 
TROUBLE? ALL I HAVE 
TO 6AY IS WHEN IT 
RAINS - IT PURS 
CAN I BORROW AN 
UMBRELLA?
IPSL, CAROLINA 
PS - NICE DANCE
BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE'
DEANNA (PHI SIG),
THANKS FOR DRIVING ME HOME 
THURSDAY NIGHT'
IPSL, TARA
PHI SIGS,
ACTUALLY HAD A GOOD 
TIME IN NEWARK'
IPSL, TARA
RUSH PHI SIG
(PHIHI KIM K.
SIG)
IPSL, TARA
S IG ),WENDLE (PHI
HEARD BOB MARLEY MUSIC 
AND THE ROOM WAS DARK' 
STILL CONFUSED, TARA
S E X U A L  I NNUENDO OR 
CLICHE...YOU BE THE JUDGE.
KIM A. (PHI SIG)
HEY LITTLE' DID YOU ENJOY 
YOUR FIRST OVERNIGHT STAY IN 
A FRATERNITY HOUSE? I HOPE I 
DIDN’T CORRUPT YOU TOO BAD'
I NEED YOU TO CARRY ON MY 
LEGEND WHEN I’M GONE 
IPSL, YOUR BIG
GENEVIEVE (PHI SIG)
EXACTLY HOW LONG TILL CO­
TILLION?'
IPSL, TARA
TEDDY,
JUST BECAUSE I HAD A LITTLE 
TOO MUCH TO DRINK ONE NIGHT 
DOESN’T MAKE ME A LUSH. I 
WAS “DROWNING" MYSELF IN 
SORROW THERE’S A BIG DIF­
FERENCE'
DEANNA, (PHI SIG)
HEY BABY - I NEED YOU TO HELP 
ME FIND A REAL MAN; THE BOY 
WAS /8  YEARS OLD'
IPSL, CAROLINE
KIM A. (PHI SIG)
HOW MANY DIFFERENT SNORING 
PATTERNS ARE THERE?
IPSL, CAROLINE
TARA, (PHI SIG)- 
WILL YOU PLEASE STOP BREAK­
ING THE LIGHTS IN OUR ROOM? 
EVERY WEEKEND, ANOTHER ONE 
GONE.
IPSL *115 
PHI SIG,
PLEASE E-MAIL ME THE ONLY
LOVE, U KNOW WHO' 
SLICKY B,
YOU KICKED ASS ON THURSDAY 
NIGHT NOT THAT I HAD ANY 
DOUBTS IN YOU'
LOVE, CHICKY
NICEST BLUES,
I FOUND A CLASS YOU COULD 
TAKE ON “ IMPROVING YOUR 
ODDS IN THE CASINO". ARE YOU 
READY TO GO?
NOT SO BAD BLUES
A_________ , WHY DON’T YOU
JUST TELL HER THE TRUTH, WHAT 
KIND OF SISTER ARE YOU? FILL 
IN THE BLANK OR I WILL
DEAR CEYLAN P/5/,
PECK, PECK, PECK, PECK,
PECK, PECK, PECCCCH'
PECK, PECK, PECCCK'
HAVE YOU BEEN PECKING 
LATELY?
LOVE YA'
NO, I HAVE NOT.
SORRY
PSYCHO A_______________ ,
YA KNOW WHAT?
2 CAN PLAY THIS GAME'
A_____________ ,
WE ARE NOT STUPID' DON’T 
F*6© WITH US'
E_______________ , AND
L_______________
A_______________ ,
WOW, YOU’RE IN BIG TROUBLE'
WHY NOT JUST SAY WHATEVER 
THE HECK IT IS THAT YOU WERE 
GOING TO SAY? W E’RE ALL 
FRIENDS HERE"
FISHER
THANKS FOR THE CARROTS, I 
APPRECIATE IT. ALSO, THANKS 
FOR THE OTHER ITEM TOO BAD 
I HAVE KNOW ONE TO USE IT 
WITH RIGHT NOW. HA-HA 
TOM
COLLEEN (THETAKX),
I WANT TO TAKE YOU FOR A 
RIDE AROUND THE WORLD ON 
MY 2 HUMPED CAMEL'
LOVE, MOHAMMED
MINDY: (AIX) ,
HOPE YOU HAD FUN WITH THE 
EVEN SIGMAS'
LOVE, LAUREN ((A IX ))
VICTORIA
DO YOU EVER CHECK YOUR E~ 
MAIL. I GUESS NOT. OH WELL, 
THAT’S ALRIGHT, I’M NOT TOO 
HURT.
CRAZY M.E.
AMY,
ONE DAY I WILL BE AS LOVED 
AS YOU AND I TOO MIGHT GET 
MY NAME ON THE ALMIGHTY’S 
DOOR' HA HA HA 
LOVE,
VICTORIA
JEAN-MARIE
ONLY ONE NIGHT UNTIL ANI"  
YAY, I CAN’T WAIT.
LOVE,
VICTORIA
TOMMY,
MAKE IT BIGGER BABY'  MAKE 
IT WIDER, TOO'
HUGS AND KISSES 
VICTORIA
I HAVE TOO MANY PROBLEMS 
YOU GUYS ARE GOING TO GIVE 
ME OGEDA
TOMMY
THAT’S IT. HAVE A NICE DAY'  
-JJO ’S
I M i M i l W M K I  2 3
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The DROP-IN CENTER located 
between the Student Center & 
Richardson Hall is having a Spring 
Training for all those interested.
YOU BETTER HURRY &
DROP-IN
to fill out an application before the 
deadline on February 16,1996. 
Training is on February 18,1996.
Don't wait until the last minute!!!
*
A SERVICE OF THE S.G.A.
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Friday Night Enter To Win A FREE Neon Beer Sign
Every Friday DJ John Cicacle Spins The Ultimate Rave
Industrial « House « Euro « Club
All Ladies Over 21 DRINK FREE 8PM • 12AM
Because Our Best Customer, Joe Gaccione, will pay for your tab from his own pocket!
T O C 0 ZH
S A L O O N 
620 VAN HOUTEN AVE., CLIFTON, NJ 2 0 1 - 7 7 3 - 7 8 6 5
TIJUANA 
TUESDAYS
$ 1 .00 Tequila • $ 2 .00Sol Beer
$ 2 .00 Margaritas plus...
All-U-Can-Eat Make Your 
Own Tacos....FREE!!!!
Your Campus Needs TfouH
Intercollegiate Athletic Council 
Blue Ribbon Committee - 2 Non-Greek Reps 
Food Advisory Committee 
Disciplinary Committee 
Disciplinary Appeals Committee 
Montclair State University Collaboration Committee
There are immediate openings in these committees and your MSU community 
needs you!! Give a little to your campus so that it can give back to you. 
Contact Francois Dauder in the SGA office, Room 103 of the Student Center 
Annex or at 655-4202 if you are interested in knowing more about these
committees and wish to get involved.
Also, The Board of Trustees of MSU Student Alternate position is now available. This is  a 
non-voting position. Over the course of the next three months, the elected student will sit on 
the Board of Trustees Meetings and at the beginning of the Fall '96 semester, will serve in the 
position of voting member if qualified. For more information on this position and its
requirements, please contact the SGA office.
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MSU continuing to s tru se ; loses to
b y  N ic k  G antalB s
The MSU Red Hawks couldn’t con­
tain the New Jersey Athletic Confer­
ence scoring leader this past Satur­
day as they dropped another confer­
ence game, this one coming against 
the red hot Ospreys of Stockton 
State.
Guard Carl Cochran put on a 
show for the 150 estimated fans, 
scoring 27 points to lead his team  
to a 6 8 -5 2  victory  in Pom ona. 
Cochran, who w as named NJAC 
Player of the Week last week, scored 
19 points in the first half as he made 
five of five from the three point line 
giving his team a 35-27 halftime 
lead. The Red Hawks (8-12, 5-9) did 
the best they could to adjust to the 
style of play Cochran displays. De­
spite their attempts, Cochran still 
bettered his 22.1 point average by 
connecting on a perfect seven of 
seven three point tries and 10 of 13 
field goal attempts.
Things were looking bright for the 
Red Hawks, at least for the first 2:46, 
as they lead 6-0. No more than 30
secons later, Stockton (17-3, 12-2) 
tied the game thanks to Donald Polk 
who hit two consecutive three point­
ers and finished the game with 10 
points. Stockton's Marty Small, the 
NJAC’s leading rebounder had a 
double-double grabbing 13 boards 
and scored 12 points.
Freshman forward John Weipz
(Wforetown) led MSU with nine points 
and eight rebounds. Weipz played a 
total of 24 minutes and shot 4-10 
from the field. Teammate Rohan 
Sutherland (Miami, FL.) scored only 
nine points in 32 minutes of play. 
Sutherland was a poor 4-16 from the 
field, a good reason the Red Hawks 
lost by 16. Yharu Jones (Tinton
MSU guard brings it up the floor during a recent game.
Stockton St.
Falls) also struggled, as he scored 
only two points in 31 minutes of play. 
Jones’ shooting touch was missing 
as he connected on only 1 of 5 at­
tempted shots.
Although it doesn't seem appar­
ent, the Red Hawks played solid de­
fense with 17 of their points coming 
off turnovers. At the end of the first 
half, MSU trailed 35-27, and in the 
second half they were only outscored 
33-25. With four games remaining 
on their schedule, the Red Hawks are 
hoping to finish with a .500 season. 
Rowan is still left on the schedule 
along with Jersey City State.William 
Paterson and Rutgers-Camden. TWo 
of their remaining four games are 
home games. In order for the Red 
Hawks to finish the season strong, 
Jones and Sutherland must contrib­
ute more than nine points and two 
points in over 30 minutes of play. 
Both Jones and Sutherland have 
proved all season long that they can 
play with the rest of the competition 
in the NJAC.
Lay off O’Donnell
by N ick Gantalfls
I know the Super Bowl is almost 
two weeks old, but I can’t help not 
writing about how the Pittsburgh 
S tee lcrs jum ped ship on their  
q u arterb ack  N eil O D onnell. 
O’Donnell, a New Jersey native 
who played his high school foot­
ball at Madison High in Madison, 
obviously had a bad game when  
his team lost to the Dallas Cow­
boys. He threw two crucial inter­
ceptions that basically cost his 
team the game. Ironically, Larry' 
Brown of the Cowboys picked off 
both O'Donnell p asses  to earn  
Most Valuable Player award. The 
part of jumping ship comes into 
play when teammates of O’Donnell 
continued to trash him after the 
game w as over about how his m is­
takes cost the Steelers a Super 
Bowl. One player in particular 
stands out in my mind the most, 
Rod Woodson. Woodson, who  
stands as one of the finest defen­
sive backs in NFL history, missed 
almost an entire season due to an 
injury and surprisingly suited up 
for the big game. Woodson made 
comments about O'Donnell’s eye­
sight and also what he w as look­
ing at when he threw to Brown’s 
side of the field. I’m sorry, but if it 
wasn't for O’Donnell, the Steelers 
would never have been in Arizona 
on Super Bowl Sunday. O’Donnell 
did more for that team  than 
Woodson ever did and yet Woodson 
has the audacity to rant and rave 
over O’D onnell's m istak es. 
Woodson spends nearly an entire 
season on the sidelines, and has 
no evidence of proving that he as­
sisted the Steelers in going to the 
Super Bowl, opens his mouth and 
cries how his quarterback blew the 
game. All I want to say is 'Woodson 
go home, where you've been all 
season long."
One more thing on the Super 
Bowl before I leave for the week. 
What's the deal with Emmitt Smith 
doing the MVP commercial about 
going to Disney World? Brown 
won the MVP award not Smith. It 
alm ost see m s as if th e  NFL, 
coaches, fans and players believed 
Brown wasn't good enough or fa­
mous enough to be awarded the 
MVP. Come on, give the man 
respect, lie's making a name for 
himself.
1-He.y 2t iL L  COLL Me. 
go g  tHe. G uy
by Bob Czechowicz
Tim Thomas of Paterson Catho­
lic and Shaheen Holloway of St. 
Patricks in Elizabeth arc arguably 
two of the best high school seniors 
in the country. So, it’s no wonder 
that every sportswriter in the 
country, including myself, is dy­
ing to find out which school these 
two players will be attending next 
fall.
They have both said that they 
would love to play together next 
year, however, the only school that 
they both have on their lists is 
Seton Hall. Wouldn't it he great 
seeing Seton Hall in the Final Four 
next year? Holloway said that if 
Thomas would commit to Seton 
Hall, he would do the same. The 
way I see it, Holloway should do 
what he wants and if Thomas and 
himself end up at the same school, 
great. Grand. Extravagant. Stun­
ning. No, but seriously, if they end 
up at the same school, they will 
definitely make an immediate iin 
pact.
A couple of weeks ago, I was en­
tering an elevator in the illustri­
ous lobby of Bohn Hall. Upon en­
tering, I was greeted to the words
of, “You made a fool of yourself." 
One of my friends thought I was 
a fool saying that UMass would 
win the National Championship. 
Now, I’m not a psychic and I never 
traveled into the future to get a 
sports alm anac from the year 
2000, but folks, let’s be serious. 
UMass is now 22-0 with not many 
tough games left. If they ride into 
the tournament with an unde­
feated record, 1 only have two 
words to say: look out.
It looks like it’s going to be an­
other NCAA Tournament domi­
nated by the high seeds. 1 really 
don’t see any sleepers emerging 
late in the season. The only teams 
that are doing good now are the 
tehms that are supposed to be 
doing good. Dull. However, come 
tournament time I wouldn’t be 
surprised if some team of un­
knowns from East Bumblef@$k 
made the tournament interesting.
This weekend I am going to see 
R utgers get thrashed by the 
Villanova Wildcats.
Well, we’re 3 weeks into the 
spring semester and I would like 
to annouce that they still call me 
Bob the Guy.
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G re y  box d en o tes T H U R S . FR I. SA T. S U N . MON. T U E S . WED. 
hom e g am e F e fc 8  Feb. 9 Feb. 10 Feb. 11 Feb. 12 Feb. 13 Feb. 14
Á
M e n 's
m
isHSWfi
1
3all
At R ow an 
4:00 p .m .
W illiam  Pat. 
8:00p.m .
M
W orm
m
all
At R ow an 
2:00 p.m .
W illiam  Pat. 
6:00 p .m .
MSU'I
K ean/E SU  
T ri-m atch  
6 :30  p.m .
r
NSU
M e n ’s  S w im m in g
XL
HSU
W o m e n ’s
W omen’s Metro 
Championships 
at USMMA
I n d o o r  t r a c k
T h e  M o n  ¿ c la r io n ’s  
Athlete of the Week
NAME: Chris Rea
YEAR: Junior
POSITION: 190LB
HIGH SCHOOL: Weehuwken
Rea won all 3 of his matches at the Super 6 Tournament last 
weekend at Trenton State College.
Red H aw k Scoreboard
M en’s  Basketball:
lo ss  to S tockton St 68-52
W omen’s
Basketball: win over Stocton St. 78-64
Wrestling:
loss to B ingham ton  
loss to Cortland S tate
39-10
4 6 -
loss to SUNY-Oswego 30-14
Do you have an opinion 
about the section? 
Then E-Mail the sports 
editors at: 
gantaiflsn 
czechowiczr
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MSU falls flat in  S uper 6
by  N ick GantaMs
Last Saturday the MSU wrestling 
team travelled to Ewing Township 
to partieipate in the Super 6 at TVen- 
ton State College. Despite the su c­
cess of late by the Red Hawks, MSU 
was completely flat as they dropped 
all three of their matches finishing 
the day in a disappointing manner.
In their first match, MSU fell to 
Binghamton 39-10, as Chris Rea 
(Weehawken), and Barrett Cervetto 
(West Creek) were the only winners. 
Rea, wrestling at 190 defeated Mark 
Gonzalez 17-0 to give MSU one of 
their only highlights in their loss to 
the nation s 2 1 s t  ranked team  
Binghamton.
In their second match of the day, 
MSU was blown out by Cortland 
State 46-12 as only two MSU w res­
tlers posted victories. Both Mike 
DeLuca , (Lyndhurst) wrestling at 
118, and Rea won by forfeit, giving 
MSU their only points against a 
solid and strong Cortland State (15- 
3).
The last and final match of the 
day for the Red Hawks was against 
SUNY Oswego (1 6 -7 -1 ) w h ich  
proved to be easier for MSU despite 
losing 30-14. DeLuca, Rea, and 
Cervetto all had victories in their
weight class, with Rea finishing the 
Super 6 with a perfect 3-0 record. 
DeLuca decisioned Craig Kaper 9-2, 
while Rea and Cervetto posted tech­
nical falls in their bouts. Rea defeated 
A1 Bush 16-0, and Cervetto topped 
Matt Sobolski 19-2.
The Super 6 was represented by 
Trenton State C ollege, Kean, 
Binghamton, SUNY Oswego, MSU, 
and Cortland State. There were a 
number of nationally ranked individu­
als at Saturday's Super 6, with many 
squaring off with one another. TVen- 
ton State's 118 pound sensation  
Anton Atterbury, ranked #1 in the 
nation in his w eight c lass, w as  
decisioned by Binghamton’s Jason  
Goldman, who is ranked #8, 7-6. 
Atterbury's loss was his first of the 
season, giving him an overall 10-1 
record. In MSU’s match against 
Binghamton, DeLuca faced Goldman 
in what would be a strong showing 
by DeLuca. DeLuca, who is nation­
ally ranked at #4, was decisioned 2- 
1. DeLuca, who is having a stom g  
season, has shown all season long 
and throughout his career that he 
can wrestle with the best. Rea and 
DeLuca have displayed their talent all 
year and look forward to post season  
matchups.
S.I.L.C. In tram ural League 
Basketball Standings
X-Men 37, Get Busy 45. Get 
Busy was led by Irv Callendrus’ 
13 points. Kevin Bembiy and 
Jason Green also chipped in 9 
apiece. Chris Jackson led X-Men 
with 10.
Bricks 37, Syndicate 49. Bobby 
Brown scored 16 points to lead 
all scorers. Noah Delcoyer led 
Bricks with 13.
Alcoholics 28, Purculators 76. 
The Purculators were lead by the 
15 points of both Terrance “Terry” 
King and Anthony Peeples. R. 
Meyer and Jason Sterner both 
chipped in with 12 for the Alco­
holics.
P igs Feet 37, All-Town 4 1 . 
Marty Cross led All-Town with 17 
points while Bill Watson contrib­
uted with 9. Pigs Feet were led 
by Chris Smith's 11 points.
Bombers 36, Red Eyes 40.
Juice 32, Delta Chi 45.
ZBT 22, Walnut 29.
Sleepers 50, Delta Kappa Psi 28. 
Pigs Feet 60, Alcoholics 25. 
X-men 104, Bricks 33. . 
All-Town 34, Purculators 43. . 
Syndicate 30, Get Busy 26 
Mon-Wed
Delta Chi 2 0 1.000
Sleepers 2 0 1.000
Juice 1 1 .500
Red Eyes 1 1 .500
Walnut 1 1 .500
Delta KPsi 1 1 .500
Bombers 0 2 .000
ZBT 0 2 .000
Tbes-Thurs
Purculators 3 0 1.000
All-Town 2 1 .667
Get Busy 2 1 .667
Syndicate 2 1 .667
X-Men 2 1 .667
Pigs Feet 1 2 .333
Alcoholics 0 3 .000
Bricks 0 3 .000
MSU Wrestlers recently competed in the Super 6 at Trenton St.
Women’s basketball 
bounces Stockton S t
by Bob "Elmo" Czechowicz
Last Saturday, the Montclair State 
women’s basketball team took a trip 
to Pomona to take on the Osprey of 
Stockton State College. They left tri­
umphantly, winning easily 78-64. 
Entering the game, Stockton had an 
overall record of 10-8, with a 6-7  
mark in the con feren ce, w hile  
Montclair came in with a 12-6 over­
all record and a 10-3 NJAC record.
MSU had five players in double 
figures, one of them being Jill Shultz 
(West Milford), who had 17 points on 
5 of 8 shooting from the floor. She 
also connected on 6 of 8 free throws, 
and one of her field goals came from 
behind the three-point line.
Other players in double figures 
were Heidi Klingert (Linwood) with 
19, Kim Kovar (Hazlet) with 13, TLacy 
Singletary (Keasbey)with 12, and 
Wykemia Kelley (Paterson)with 14. 
Wykemia scored seven of her 14 
points during a run that gave MSU 
a 35-25 halftime lead. Kelley also 
dished out 9 assists and pulled down 
four rebounds. Kim Kovar lead the 
team in rebounds with twelve, and 
also blocked seven shots.
Stockton State outrebounded the 
Red Hawks by a margin of 47-43, but
MSU was able to capitalize off of 
Stoctkon’s mistakes, having 27 of 
their points coming off of Osprey 
turnovers.
Leading the way for Stockton was 
Cory Mussleman with 21 points, fol­
lowed by Ann Mohrhauser with 17 
points.
Stockton's record is now 10-9, and 
MSU's is 13-6. The Red Hawks are 
looking strong as the season is wind­
ing down.
Up n e x t , the Red Hawks travel to 
Rowan on the 10th in a conference 
matchup. Tip-off is 2:00 PM.
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Stat of the Week
Jill Schultz scored 17 points 
for MSU while leading the Red 
Hawks to a 78-64 triumph 
over Stockton St.
